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THE CLASSMATE 
President's Message 
The past month has been a busy one 
for the wives as well as for the husbands 
with their exams. A delightful interlude 
was provided us with the March program 
presented by the International wives and 
the members of the International commit-
tee . It was a wonderfu l opportunity for us 
to meet our world neighbors, made par-
ticularly enjoyable by the fact that many 
wore their national costumes, and that we 
were able to sample many of their delicious 
desserts. 
" Reno in Review" was a tremendous 
success and gave us the opportunity to 
have our husbands attend another of OUt 
function s. The prizes were well worth the 
long hours spent in trying to outguess the 
"wheels of fortune"--or maybe it was 
skill! In either insta nce it was loads of 
fun. 
"Look, Ma-no cavities" is what we 
all hope to hear in the future as the result 
of the Fluoride Committee's recently com-
pleted program. Thanks alone can hardly 
express our appreciation for the many 
hours of hard work devoted by the work-
ers of the committee under the leadership 
of Mrs. Bonnie Shower. 
We are looking forward to our April 
program "Nimble Thimble," and the op-
portunity to observe and compare the re-
sults of our counterparts' endeavors in the 
world of fashion . 
The By-Laws committee has also been 
hard at work, and will publish their sug-
gested revisions in the next issue of the 
Pink Flyer. 
Just a reminder that the NPGS Com-
missioned Officers' Club (Open) needs 
alt of our support in order to provide us 
with the kind of service we desire. 
-PauJinr Hurd 
c-+-!> 
The first Navy aircraft carrier with the 
capability of launching and recovering 
aircraft simultaneously was the USS An-
tietam, in 1952. 
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owe News 
O\'V'C wants to thank the Foreign Of-
ficers Wives and :111 the members of the 
International Committee for the outstand-
ing program on March 29. All of us look 
forward [0 it each year and this was one of 
the most enjoyable. Thanks to Engineer-
ing Science for being our Hostess Curricu-
lum. April 26 will be the evening when 
all our "sewers" present their creations to 
us by way of the "Nimble Thimble" Fash-
ion Show. Don't forget [0 purchase your 
ticket at the Navy Exchange or at the 
Village S[Ore. 
1 hope each of you enjoyed "Reno in 
Review" which was "engineered" by MeI-
ana Huffman to benefit the Navy-Marine 
Coast Guard Residence Foundation. It 
was an exciting evening ! How about that 
Wine Wheel? 
It's hard to know when to stop say-
ing "thank you" to Bonnie Shower for 
the outstanding job she did organizing 
and running the Fluoride Festival. All the 
problems that were involved plus giving 
the volunteers correct assignments looked 
like a monumental task but from all the 
good comments heard, it was worth it. 




owe Financial Report 
1 February 1967 to 28 February 1967 
CREDITS: 
Balance on hand _. ______ . _________ . ____ $740.73 
Membership ___ .... ___ . _____ .... _._ ... ___ . 12 .50 
EXPENDIT URES: 
International-supplies for 
in vita tions _______ . __________________ _ 
International- courtesy gift 
and luncheon _______________________ _ 
Forest Art Supply- Classmate, 
F ra mi ng _______ . __________________ . ____ _ 
The G reen Thumb--fIower 
arranging supplies ___ . __________ _ 
Genera l Board-supplies _________ _ 
Corresponding Secretary-
notebook ___ ________________________ _ 









California's First Theater-tickets 
for February door prize _____ 20.00 
Susan lee-pilnist for 
February program _______________ _ 
American Red Cross-<lonation 
Heart Fund-memorial 
dona t ion _____________________________ _ 
Richard Card inal Cushing-
Memorial Donation ________ . ______ _ 
Register of Copyrights-







Balance on hand 1 March 1967 .. __ 678 .84 
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Special Buffet 1100-lllO 
1600-2300 
Dinner 18l0-20l0 HH 1600-1800 
THURSDAY 
Beefeaters Night 1100-llOO 
1600-2l00 
FRIDAY 
T urf & Surf Buffe t 
18l0-2ll0 
11 00-0 100 
HH 1600-1 900 
Dancing 2100-0 100 
SATURDAY 
Chef's Gourmet Menu 
1900-2200 
Dancing 20l0-0 100 
1600-0100 
R.egular Weekly Ev ents 
W EDNESDA YS-
Navy Relief, Tower Room, 0930 
THURSDAYS-
D uplicate Bridge, 1930 
Ladies Day USNPGS Golf Course 
~ 
~jt! 
Ctajjmate Sent me 
Feeling somewhat sheepish but deter-
mined, ] entered the new I y discovered 
store and began looking around for the 
gadget I had in mind. Nowhere in sight. 
A clerk approached. What if they'd never 
heard of it? How silly would I sound then? 
Should I even mention why I came? 
"May I help you?" 
"Well, uh, well, yes, maybe. I'm look-
ing for a whatsitsname. You know . . . 
the little atcachment that turns a thinga-
mabob into a whatchamacallit," 
"Oh yes. Right this way," 
"Gee, you do carry them!" 
"Yes, we do." 
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Operation Update 
"Way Out in Our Own Backyard" will 
be the theme of the 1967 Operation Up-
date series of lectures, sponsored by the 
Monterey Peninsula branch American As-
sociation of University Women on the 
four Thursdays of April. 
Open to all women of the community, 
free of charge, the lecture series this year 
will be given at the Monterey Youth Cen-
ter, next to Dennis the Menace Park and 
EI Estero. 
The procedure will be similar to that 
followed in past years: An hour's lecture, 
a coffee break and a question and answer 
period. There is plenty of free parking at 
the Youth Center and nursery facilities as 
well as use of Dennis the Menace park 
will b~ available. 
Operation Update was begun six years 
ago by AA UW as a "capsule college re-
fresher" course for women who have been 
out of school for several years, especially 
t...he mothers of young children. The Mon-
terey branch of AAUW has received sev-
eral state aW:lrds as well as national recog-
nition for this project. 
This year's theme is aimed at acquaint-
ing Monterey area women with the work 
of local persons in areas that may rightly 
be deemed "way out." 
The first lecture, on April 6, "Anthro-
pology '60's," will be given by Concert 
Pianist Gilbert Boyer and his anist wife, 
Louise, of Carmel. They will describe their 
experiences in the "One T each One" lit-
eracy program and their anthropological 
discoveries in Mexico and South America. 
"Space Age Spin Off" or our everyday 
benefits from scientific research on space 
will be discussed by Dr. Charles Mulkey of 
MPC at the second lecture on April 13. 
"A Matter of Spirit," a discussion of 
psychic phenomena by Beulah Karney 
Powers, C:lrmei Valley author, has been 
planned for April 20, pending Mrs. Pow-
ers' recovery from injuries sustained in a 
recent fall. 
"The Art Spirit" will be the subject of 
a talk by Nancy Johnson, Carmel artist 
and teacher, on April 27. 
Arrangements for this year's series are 
being made by Mrs. Charles Spangenberg, 
Mrs. Everett Bibb, Mrs. J. Breck Tostcvin, 
Mrs. Wayne Downey and Mrs. Dale Eber-
ly. 
"Oh, thn's great! Yes, the middle size 
is what I need. Just one." 
"Will that be all?" 
"Yes, thanks. Oh, wait .. . I almost 
forgot-I saw your ad in Class mate." 
Note: Classmate comes to you e:lch 
month through the continued support of 
our advertisers. Show your appreciation 
and mention their ad when you visit them. 
Page Three 
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Although Classmate is not in show busi-
ness, the maxim, "It's a hard act to fol-
low" st ill applies to the outstanding job 
Sid Orrik and Phyllis Naples have done as 
Editor and Assistant Editor the past year. 
Grinding each issue to completion took 
steady nerves, long hours, buckets of per-
spi r3tion, and quick humor. We arc very 
grateful for their efforts in making Class-
mate ~ more improved and interesting 
magazine. 
Thank you, Sid; thank you, Phyllis. 
Page Four 
On tb~ "]nt~mat\onQI .sc;~n~ 
Mrs. Vanee Phasook and Mrs. Thavisin 
Santivejkool arc the twO charming repre-
sentltives of Thailand whose husbands are 
presently attending the Postgraduate 
School. During their stay they have been 
telling us many interesting things about 
their homeland. 
Vance is the wife of LCDR Sompong 
Phasook, a student of Naval Engineering. 
The Phasooks have three children; a son 
born just this February and two daugh-
ters whom they left in Thailand with 
Vance's parents. Although this is Vance's 
first visit to the United States, her hus-
band was here as a student at Great Llkes, 
Illinois, in 1959. 
After graduation from high school Vance 
attended the University of Bangkok as a 
student of accounting. Upon completion 
of her studies there she worked as a secre-
tary in a sugar corporation. Continuing 
her studies here in Monterey Vanee is at-
tending English classes at Monterey Penin-
sula College. Va nee will soon be playing 
tennis with her husband again now that 
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Call 
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'"lrom t~~ 'lLan~ of {5~m.pt~s an~ '1Jogo~as 
T havisin and her husband, LCDR 
Preecha Samivejkool, arrived in Monterey 
last December. LCDR Santivejkool is in 
the Electronics Engineering curriculum 
at the Postgraduate School. They have one 
child, a three-year-old girl with the lovely 
name Kingchai . 
Thavisin lisa comes from Bangkok. She 
attended the university there and gradu-
ated with a Bachelor's Degree in Com-
merce. She then worked as an auditor's as-
sistant. Thavisin is taking an English 
course at MPC and a computer course 
which she feels may be helpful in her line 
of endeavor. 
The majority of the Thais arc Budd-
hists; a small percentage Catholics and 
Protestants. The economy of Thailand is 
based mainly on agriculture, rice being the 
principal crop. The country is, however, 
striving to build up its industry. 
Thailand is known for its beautiful pa-
godas, many of which are located in Bang-
kok. They give the city a fairyland qual-
ity with their many colors and golden 
ornaments. The most famous of these pa-
godas is the Emerald Temple, named so 
for a two foot high Buddha cut from one 
piece of emerald lnd located in the tem-
ple. 
Bangkok is called the "Venice of the 
East" because of its beauty and its hun-
dreds of canals. These canals are always 
crowded with boats, a major form of 
transportation. The boats are also used by 
merchants to form what is best described 
as a floating mlrketplace. Other t han these 
romantic features Bangkok is as modern 
a capital as any in the world. 
April 13 is Songran Day, the nltional 
holiday of Tha;i,nd. The day is celebrated 
with temple services where the People 
bring offerings of rice to the Buddhas. 
After the services the Buddhas are carried 
through the streets in a long procession. 
The young people pour water in the hands 
of their grandparents and parents express-
ing their wish for luck and long life. A 
festive dinner is then served on a big mat 
on the floor. Normally the T hais have their 
meals at tables and eat with fork and 
knife, not with chop sticks as is believed 
by most people. Chopsticks are only used 
when eating noodles. 
The life of a Navy wife is Thailand is 
nearly the same as that of an American 
Navy wife, with one rather enviable dif-
ference : a Thai Navy wife docs no cook-
ing or housework since wages for maids 
are so low that every Navy family can af-
ford 3.t least one! --Gesine Lohse 
FOR THE NEWEST FASHIONS IN EYE W EAR 
Associated Opticians 
Proudly Se rving the Mili tary Communit y 
Active and Retired 
Ramp D-II"Aisle E 
Hospital, Fort Ord 
242-6101 
SAFETY LEN SES 
FOR CHILDREN AND 
SPORSTMEN 
CHILDREN'S SHOE SPECIALISTS 
For Very Wide Feet We Stock to EEE 
For Very Narrow Feet We Stock to AAA 
Your Doctor's Orthopedic Prescriptions 
Accurately Filled 
I NTRODUCTORY OFFER 
With This Ad 
$' .00 off to Military on 1 st pai r 
of leathe r shoes for children 
141 Webster at Cass (Behind Monterey Post Office) 373-2828 
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eucha Garfield, featured artist-lecturer 
at the January owe mccting, proved to 
her audience thac her personality is as 
W:lrrn and vivid as the flowers she painted. 
She immediately won over her listeners 
when, as the first order of business, she 
took off her shoes. Although stating that 
she usually paints barefoot, she bowed to 
the formality of the occasion and put on 
a pair of "scufllcs." Then she attired her-
self in a smock because "Painting is a 
very messy business," and set to work. As 
she painted, she tossed off "asides" [0 her 
audience, giving a distinct impression of 
herself and of her approach to an. She 
used no model for her work because she 
prefers [0 paint flowers "out of my head." 
That way, she explained, they don't move 
and change color. The beauty of her 
mental image became readily apparent to 
those who watched her. Her "hot" tones 
gave a vitality to her work which seems 
to be her most distinctive characteristic. 
She has no set style as such, but changes 
her methods to fit her moods. 
Mrs. Garfield's husband, Allan, is a San 
Francisco attorney. He accompanied his 
wife to Monterey and, in fact, was able 
to see her perform for the first time. Their 
daughter, Candy, who is six, must have 
inherited her mother's talent. She's about 
to have her first one-man show. 
Arc was Mrs. Garfield's avocation at 
one time. She was then a successful execu-
tive in newspaper advertising and had 
worked on papers such as the Chicago 
Sun-Times and San Francisco News. Eight 
years ago she decided to devote all of her 
time to art, however, and has been re-
markably successful in such a short t ime. 
She works just 3S hard at her craft now as 
she did when her time was spent in an 
office, devoting at least four hours of in-
~cnse concentration each day to her paint-
mg. 
Mrs. Garfield has studied at the Chicago 
Art Institute and the San Francisco 
Academy of Arts. She has also had private 
instruction from Ursu lescru and Pugialis 
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in C hicago, Bennet t and Brandon on t his 
coast, and has worked on portraiture with 
Arthur W. Palmer. 
An outspoken advocate of art for every-
one, Mrs. Garfield is president of the 
Diversified Art League and is the mana-
ger and director of the D. A. L. Gallery 
on Webster Street in San Francisco. 
Started by a group of artists which in-
cluded Mrs. Garfield, this gallery spe-
cializes in making art available to anyone 
who's interested. Contributors are almost 
all part-time artists, and their work is 
competent and varied. Paintings of in-
terest to any taste and at any price range 
:lre featured, and may be rented as well as 
purchased. In addition, the D.A.L. spon-
sors at least two charity functions each 
year at which objects of art are auctioned 
off. 
She is a member of the Board of Artists 
Associated and the Society of Western Ar-
tists, and she is honored to have been 
chosen to represent all Bay Area artists 
GARCIA 
GARCIA GALLER Y 




in quite a few radio and television ap-
pearances. These events are becoming 
more and more frequent, as her reputation 
as a relaxed and knowledgeable speaker 
grows. Her rapport with her audience 
was certainly evident in her performance 
here, and it 's easy to sec why she has 
found favor with the networks. 
Although she isn't instructing much 
now, Mrs. Garfield is always ready to help 
painters with specific problems. When 
teaching, she much prefers children for 
students, she says. "They are much morc 
open-minded." While painting here, she 
advised beginning artists to have a frame 
in which to put the finished product be-
forc they ever start to work. That way, 
they can do a painting of a particular size, 
rather than having to go out later to pay 
a huge sum for a certain frame. Also, she 
emphasized the fact that one should never 
"overwork" a painting. "Stop almost be-
fore you think it's finished, rather than too 
long afterward." 
Lately, she has started concentrating on 
painting miniatures, which means that the 
length and width of the work must not 
exceed 12 inches. Thus far, she has had 
six one-man shows of this particular type 
of work. 
Somehow, it seems difficult to imagine 
eurba Garfield confining her enthusiasm, 
imagination and vitality to such a small 
canvas. As in all of her endeavors, how-
ever, success seems assured. And she can 
count as staunch supporters everyone who 
saw this warm and wonderful woman 








YARN and SUPPLIES 
OPEN 10-4 
MONDAY - SATURDAY 
HAZEL DAUGHERTY 
Dolores between 5th and 6th 
624-7935 
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Fashion shows are THE thing around 
the Peninsula these months. Ladies inter-
ested in the fashion scene should plan to 
attend. Once you have seen them, you 
will agree that the lines are wild, the colors 
are bold, and the fabrics are fantastic. 
Watch your daily newspaper for adver-
tisements of scheduled showings. Gather 
your friends and have a leisurely luncheon 
with fashion. It will be a welcome break 
from housework and the children. 
On a recent showing, a ta ll model wore 
a two piece ensemble. The skirt was 
straight, the bodice was a long tunic with 
short sleeves. I was asked if the same out-
fit could be shown modeled by a short 
girl. A quick change was made and the 
results were amazing. Both models looked 
lovely in this outfit. Doo't hesi tate to try 
variations in lines - you will be sur-
prised with the results. 
When viewing various garments, be 
sure and ask the fabric content. Dacron 
polyester is the most versatile in the 
fashion industry. It 's comfortable and 
to care for. You can it in a suit-
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case, wring It 10 your hand, let it loose, 
give it a few tugs and voila - it's in its 
original shape. This is what the service 
wife has been looking for. 
Youth has a great influence in the 
fashion world. It all began in England a 
few years ago. T een-agers were asking for 
free movement in clothes. Today, our 
styles are comfortable, youthful, and ver-
sat ile. Designers have taken great interest 
in the trend tcen-agers have set for us. 
Therefore, the lines are simple and chic. 
Teenagers, watch the newspapers - a 
charm school and cosmetic traimng 
course will soon be available. The courses 
will consist of walking, sitting, the proper 
dress and application of makeup and would 
you believe, even getting in and out of a 
sports car? Mothers, urge your daughters 
to attend, it will be an investment worth 
a lifetime. 
For more information on the fashion 
scene please continue to write Box 1889 -
See next month! 
Burt L. Richards 
NEW YORK LIFE 
INSURANCE COMPANY 
Life Insurance 
Group Insurance· Annuities 
Health Insurance · Pension Plans 
555 Abrego Street Monterey, California 
Office : 375-2651 , Residence : 624-3163 
IN MONTEREY 
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What is a 
Community School? 
What is a Community School? It is Mr. 
Thomas of ROZ6, chairman of the Stamp 
Club, the membership of which presently 
consists of 23 youngsters and 10 adults. 
They meet on the 1st and Jrd Monday 
from 7 co 8:30. The first thirty minutes 
is devoted to programs, and talks about 
stamps and the remaining time is spent in 
trading . A stamp festival is being planned 
for the Multiuse room in late April or 
early May. 
A Community School is Chuck Swords 
of Communications department. Every 
Wednesday night from 7 to 9 Chuck con-
ducts the Chess Club. Although his forte 
is chess strategy he patiently explains to the 
beginners that the board has 64 squares or 
that the king is the biggest piece on the 
board because the king is the biggest man 
in the country. 
A Community School is Ann Manazir, 
Pat Johnson, Mary Mahon, and Nancy 
Barnhill of the Tuesday afternoon story 
telling hours. It is Grace Vaughn, chair-
man of the girls sports program, Donnie 
Smith, Playday chairman, Marge Heiland 
with girls basketball, Arno Lux of the Teen 
Club, Jack McAfee of everything, and it 
is the members of my advisory council. As 
you can see it is many many people giving 
a little so that many children, friends, and 
neighbors may share their unique knowl-
edge. Do you have a special interest you 
would like to share or program you would 
like to start or see started? If so please 
contact Jack BeVier at La Mesa School. 
Perhaps I can put you in contact with 
others who have a similar interest. 
-Jack BeVier 
At the Casa, da ncing is yours to enjoy every night of the 
week- rhythmic music by Bob Magnuson and t he Ca .. 
Combo ... t he latest dances and t he old favorites-and 
our dinners a re superb! No minimum or cover charge at 
any time! 
Enjoy the Cocktail lou nge - music and fun ' round the 
Piano Ba r 5 :30 - 8 :30 P.M. 
- for Parties, Banquets, Meetings -
Telephone 375-2411 
aasR OIUl1Il1!8 






• This u .s. warship, commanded by Wil-
liam Bolton Finch, was the first in the 
Navy to circumnavigate the world. She 
left New York in September 1826 and re-
turned via Cape of Good Hope in June 
18l0. 
o USS ROCHESTER; 0 USS VIN-
CENNES; 0 USS OREGON; 0 USS 
NEW MEXICO. 
She was the first battleship. H er keel 
was laid October 17. 1888, and she was 
launched in 1890. She was destroyed by 
explosion and fire in Havana Harbor, 
February 15, 1898. Of a crew of 354, only 
16 escaped injury or death. 
o USS OREGON; 0 USS MIS-
SOURI; 0 USS MISSISSIPPI; 0 USS 
MAINE. 
In 1954 this Navy experimental fighter 
dubbed " Pogga Stick," made the first suc-
cessful vertical takeoff. level flight and 
vertical landing. 
o Convair XFY -,1 ; 0 Lockheed 
XFV-I; 0 Bell X-5; 0 Douglas X-l . 
This hero of Mobile Bay was the first 
officer to become an admiral. He was so 
appointed, July 1800. 
D David Glasgow Farraguti 0 Oliver 
Hazard Perry ; 0 Edward Preble; 
o George Dewey. 
This aircraft carrier was designated 
CV4. She was commissioned in 1834 and 
was the first ship specially designed and 
built for aircraft from the keel up. 
o USS YORKTOWN; 0 USS RAN-
GER; 0 USS SARATOGA; 0 USS 
LANGLEY. 
On November 2, 1955 , the Navy dem-
onstrated the world's first jet seaplane. 
o Convair XF2Y-I; 0 Martin XP6M 
Seamasteri 0 Convair SP3Y-Ij 0 Mar-
tin Mars. 
On August 3, 195 8, this nuclea r sub-
marine under the command of Command-
er W. R. Anderson, USN, became the first 
ship to cross the North Pole beneath the 
Artic icc. 
o USS SKIPJACK; 0 USS SKATE; 
o USS SEADRAGON; 0 USS NAU-
TILUS. 
This Navy commander was the first 
man to be rocketed into space in the 
Mercury capsule. It was a 302 mile sub-
orbital flight. 
o Scott Carpenter ; 0 John Glenn; 
o Alan B. Shephard, Jr.; 0 Walter M. 
Schirra. 
In May 1942, one of the greatest naval 
battles of World War II in the Pacific 
took place. It was the first naval battle in 
history fought entirely by aircraft. An 
attack carrier is named after this battle. 
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o Philippine Sea; 0 Midway; 0 
Coral Sea: 0 Bataan. 
In May, 1919, this Lieutenant Com-
mander and five other U .S. Navy and 
Coast Guard airmen, flew the NC-4 sea-
plane from Rockaway, New York, to Ply-
mouth, England. This was the first trans-
Atlantic flight. 
o Richard E. Byrd; 0 John Towers; 
D Albert C. Read; 0 William F. Halsey. 
ANSWERS 
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Score less than four correct and you 
might as well rig your gangway out again 
and belay anchor windlass detail-but, 
look at the naval history you've just 
learned. 
Score four or five correct .. . your gang-
way's in, hook's up, and you 're underway. 
Score six or seven correct-All ahead 
Flank, you 've just cleared the breakwater 
with a bone in your teeth. 
Score eight or more correct- you 're 
making about five knots for each correct 




The United States Marine Corps is 
noted throughout the world for its tradi-
tion and Esprit de Corps. The ceremonies 
marking the evening of Thursday, April 
13th, will renew some of the traditions and 
witness much of the Esprit de Corps as 
the annual "Mess Night" gets under way. 
Described as "the most formal informal 
gathering of officers anywhere," the eve-
ning is designed to promote cordiality, 
comradeship and pride. 
Mess Nights have their origin in "Guest 
Nights" or "Band Nights" long practiced 
by European armies. Records from the 
early 1900's reveal that American officers 
were schooled on the procedures of Mess 
Nights, usually held for officers of a regi-
ment. Wars, which have a way of upset-
ting the best traditions, put a damper on 
these activities during World War II and 
Korea. H owever, the custom was revived 
in 1953 by members of the Marine's Third 
Regimental Combat T eam for the visi t of 
the Commandant, General L. C . Shepherd. 
After cocktails, dinner and t he tradi-
tional toasting is preceded by the appro-
priate martial music. The guests are in-
troduced and the remainder of the evening 
is usually spent in something other than 
mild confirmation of the physical and 
mental attributes of each and every Ma-
rine Officer present. 
Proposed guests of honor from the Ma-
rine Corps will be General Gordon D. 
Gayle, General Jonas M. Platt and Gen-
eral George C. Axtell, Jr., here for the 
Defense Management Systems Course. 
HAIR STYLIST 
OF MONTEREY 
Formerly ..... ith HelENA RUBINSTEIN 
50h AVENUE. NEW YO RK CITY 
512 Polk 51 .. <1 Monterey 
Phone 375-2726 
Paper Bags, Hoses, Parts and Service for All Makes 
Free Pick-up and Delivery 
VACUUM CLEANER CENTER 
BOB YOWELL 
Owner-Manager 
SALES olld SERVICE 
1159 Fremont Blvd . - 372-8831 
Seaside, Cal iforn ia 
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SERVICES 
New G oodyear Tires 
Reca pping - I Da y Service 
Wheel Balancing 
Front Alignment a nd Service 
Broke Service 
Muffler and Toil Pipe Service 
THE CLASSMATE 
Little T h eat er 
R odgers and Hammers/ein Musical/o Open 
The cast and crew of "South Pacific" 
cordially wiljhes co transport you to the 
exotic island of Bali Hali . 
Featured in the Rodgers and H ammer-
stein musical arc Joyce Koontz as En-
sign Nellie Forbush, and Larry Sparks as 
Emil de Becque. "South Pacific" is under 
the direction of Harry Rudenshiold. Rich-
ard C . Sheere is the music direc tor, and 
Dale Lefler is serving as the choreographer. 
Music will be provided by the Twelfth 
Naval District Band . 
Tickets are now on sa le in the basement 
of Herrmann H all in the corridor, near the 
Student Mail Center. Tickets are $2.50 
each or may be purchased in blocks of ten 
or more for $2 .00 apiece. 
Make your reservations now for April 
7,8, 14 and 15, and plan to spend an eve-
ning in the South Pacific fill ed with mer-




TIRES - TUBES - BATTERIES 
20,000 Mile Guarantee Recapping 
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H ave a H abit . .. 
All of us lre creatures of habit. Do you 
doubt it? OK, here's proof. 
For our first example, take the common 
necktie. Can you tie one? Of course you 
can. Now, expbin how you perform this 
ritual without going through the actull 
motions. Imposs ible? 
Example number two. Recite the Star 
Spangled Banner without humming the 
tunc in your head. Again I ask the impos-
sible. We arc unable to recite the words of 
a song without the tunc; we can't produce 
one without the other. 
Example number three. When the alarm 
goes off in the morning don't you follow 
an unvarying ritual of performing ablu-
tions and dress ing? 
H lve you ever noticed when you fold 
your hands how the same thumb always 
comes out on top? Or that you always 
sleep on onc spot of the Ixd. I n fact, don 't 
you usually sleep on a favorite side? 
You will find that you always lace one 
shoe up first , use the same arm to first slip 
into a coat, lnd even use the same leg to 
step into a pair of pants. 
As you can see the examples can be 
st retched co infinit y, but T see it's study 
hour. I have to put Out a glass. then pro-
duce the liquor, turn on the desk lamp, 
and open the books. 
T ell Me of the Sea 
Speak, Winds. . . 
Tell me of the sea. 
You travel out and back and bring the 
smells of far-off pbces. 
Your breath is heavy with yesterday's 
whale spoutings, 
A sea bird's call. 
The foaming Spfly of dancing waves. 
Tell me of islands cradled in the tides, 
Caressed each morn. 
Waft sweet scent of pass ion flower and 
cinnamon bark and fragile orchid. 
Blow . . . blow a dream to me. 
How do you spend your nights, oh Winds? 
To and fro . . . never id le ... 
Whcre do you rest? 
Who stirred your slumber and sent you 
here to me? 
Speak _ .. Winds .. . 
T ell me of the sea. 
-Jua1li/a B. Gregory 
APRIL,1967 
Coast Guard Wives 
The month of March has been a fren-
etic one for Coast Guard wives. The board 
meeting, held at President Mary Ann 
Case's home combined business and pleas-
ure. In addition to the work routine there 
was a Tupperwarc party, with proceeds 
going to the dub for future social activi-
ties. 
The monthly wive's meeting was held 
at the Casa Manana. HDecorating on the 
Move," an apt and timely lecture on how 
[0 overcome some of the problems of fre-
quent mobility, was interestingly pre-
sented by the shop owners, Mr. and Mrs. 
Dany,h. 
The nominating committee was hard at 
work and ably chose the slate of officers 
for election in April. They arc: Mrs. T ay-
lor Bronaugh for President, Mrs. William 
D. Bechtel for Vice-President, and Mrs. 
Richard E. Shrum for Secretary-Treasurer. 
In addition to these candidates nomina-
tions from the floor are open. 
Due to exam week bridge has been cur-
tailed and the next session will be held at 
Nancy Bechtels at the end of the month. 
We are all looking forward to the Little 
Theatre's production of "South Pacific" 
and the sure-to-be outstanding perform-
ances of our own members as well as the 
entire cast. 
Plans in the works include a possible 
apres-theatre party for couples and a 






Miss Karen Hansen and L T Gerald 
Dunn were married on December 26 at 
St. James Catholic Church in Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin. The newlyweds now reside at 
the O lympia Oak Apartments in Mon-
terey. 
~ 
USNA Class of '57 
Newly elected President, Muff Phillips, 
and Treasurer, Jane Dyer, recently greeted 
'57 couples at a steak night at NALF. Bar-
bara Baker, along with the new officers, 
arranged the presentation of a beautifully 
engraved and crested silver bowl to Mary 
Mahon and a crested gold charm to Betty 
Pat Goddard. The gifts were tokens of ap-
preciation to the outgoing officers for the 
lively leadership they've given over the 
past year. 
Among those present were Kendra 
Palmer and Lorie Brooks, here while their 
husband, attend the Safety School. Three 
newly arrived members who were greeted 
are Nancy Chenault, Ginny Fnnks and 
Jane Junghans. 
Friends who were anticipating the ar-
riva l of several young mammoths to the 
Gay Wells household were almost as dis-
appointed as she over the fact that the 
faithful Heidi had presented them with no 
pups ... Anyone have a spare St. Ber-
nard? -Lauren H "rrison 
PHONE )7)-155) 
FREE on the Lane Instruction - On Request 
Nursery Open - Monday thru Friday, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Every Friday - Ladies Day - Every Friday 
3 games $1.10 
FREE NURSERY COCKTJ4IL LOUNGE 
SECTION PJ4RTlES LUNCHEONS COFFEE SHOP 
2161 fREMONT PHONE )71·155l 
Photography: Steve Crouch 
le.na Kuplinski is wearing a Paris in-
spired three piece coat costume of 
wool and ,Hk, by LILLI ANN at $120 . 
• STORE HOURS 9:30 to 6 :00 doHy. 
Friday Noon to 9 :00, CLOSED 
MONDAYS. 
• BERG'S CREDIT CARDS featu,. 
two plans for you r convenience in 
Shoppin g. Or use you r Bankameri-
card. 
By the Traffic light 
1900 Fremont Bl vd. 
(Corner of laSalle) 
ORO TERRACE SHOPPING CENTER 
SEASIDE 
Telephone 394-3394 
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"All of my bar-tenders are poets," said 
John B. Smithback at the Bull's Eye. 
Neon and chrome cocktail lounges are 
cold-looking; coffee houses arc no longer 
a novelty; neighborhood bars usually at-
tract a limited patronage. On the bookish 
Monterey Peninsula, one of the most in-
teresting new places to go is the Bull's Eye 
Tavern, 430 Washington Street in Mon-
terey, which is patterned after the tradi-
tional English pub. 
"In England, a pub attracts all sorts of 
people," says proprietor Smithback, "Here, 
hopefully, we have the same thing: stu-
dents, tourists, artists, writers, military, 
and local residents who want to spend a 
restful few hours." 
When we commented on the growth of 
the pub idea in the United States rccentl~, 
Smithback agreed, UIn England, a pub IS 
a kind of social clUbi people drop by to 
play darts, visit with their friends, or 
spend a quiet evening over a glass of beer 
~r a" cup of coffee. It just sounds friend-
lier. 
Smithback, who is originally from Mad-
ison, Wisconsin, has lived on the Peninsula 
for the past ten years. "But I'm an incur-
able Anglophile," he added cheerfully. 
"My wife, Cynthia, and I finally got to 
England a few years ago, and when we 
reached London, it was snowing. Positively 
Dickinsonian. " 
SEARS 
f,C.·t ttl ( I{ A S IJ ( () 
The pub, which thc Smithbacks refur -
bished from a Japanese motif, and began 
managing about a year ago, is open daily 
f rom noon to two a.m. It offers hearty 
sa ndwhiches on a "Bill of fare, " and has 
live musical groups on Friday and Satur-
day nights. These presendy run to rock-
and-roll, (a Bcades influence?) but Smith-
back is hoping to Start programs of folk 
music on Sunday afternoons for his qui-
eter patrons. 
The Anglican decor includes vintage 
cartoons, a patron's bulletin board, an 
open fire, and some pictures of the late 
President Kennedy which Smithback, who 
is also a talented photographer, took in San 
Antonio on November 21, 1963. The 
originals of these, which he later presented 
to the Kennedy family, are now in a per-
manent memorial in that city. 
<0, "Us~~ w,,.,. . 
:XX~ 
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Sketch ofi Bull's Eye Tavern by Ray Pearson 
SEARS 
ROEBUCK and CO. 
Immediate Delivery on TV's and Appliances 
• 
Shop in the Catalogue and Save 
• 
Free Estimates in the Home 
on Carpeting, Heating, Plumbing and 
Kitchen Remodeling 
Two Stores to Serve You 
511 TYLER MONTEREY 
Telephone 37l -15 71 
1760 Frcmont-Olympra Shopping Center 
T elephone 394-6701 
_ ..... 
John Smithback at the Bull's Eye Tavern 
Another reason that the pub is popular 
with the Peninsula's literat i is that John 
Smithback is also the author of " The 
Lonely Dark," a novel published last yea r 
by Manzanita Press. The book concerns a 
young group of college students in New 
York City shortly after World War II; 
in a larger sense, it is about the search for 
life's meanings which concerns us all. A 
Monterey Herald book reviewer, Robert 
J. Kaller, ca lled its author "One of the 
few serious writing talents in these parts 
since John Steinbeck." 
The English literary review, "Trace," 
called it "fascinating and rich with ma-
terials of an entire generation." Its author, 
who attended the University of Wiscon-
sin, and studied later at the University of 
Southern California, at Universidad Vera-
cruzan3, Xaiapa, Mexico, and New York 
University, is presently at work on an-
other novel. He describes it as concerning 
"the disintegration of a marriage," and 
he spent a vacation in Mexico last fall 
ga thering background material, in a 
haunted house, for the locale of the story. 
He has also completed a children's book, 
and is the author of a book of poetry, "Si-
lent in The Dawn," and poetry in "Can-
nery Row Anthology/' which was pub-
lished by Polygon Press on Cannery Row 
last year. (These arc available at the Bull's 
Eye.) . 
John, Cynthia, (who is the daughter 
of a Texas Air Force officer,) their young 
son, and several assorted pets recently 
moved to a wide-beamed, rustic-looking 
house in New Monterey which they have 
christened "The Hunting Lodge;" it's that 
kind of a house. We wish John success 
with his writing, because the house would 
be such a wonderful place from which to 
g ive interviews to out-of-town media ... 
either there or before the cheerful fire of 
the Bull's Eye Tavern on a chill Monterey 
evening. -Julie McCullers 
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WETTING TUE STRIPE 
EBY6 students and wives, and perhaps 
a few leprechauns. enjoyed helping Doug 
Becheal, Ron Lee, and Jack Dietzler cele-
brate their promotions to LT at the Bech-
tal 's recreation room on Casanova Avenue 
in Monterey. 
BSY5 ... CDR and Mrs. Jesse Emer-
son had a "Wetting Down" party in La 
Novia Room at the NPGS 0 C lub. Guests 
included members and wives of BSY 5 and 
other friends. 
George Barnette (LCDR) invited his 
friends to the NALF for an evening of 
fun. A band was prescnt and many cou-
ples were seen trying out their dancing 
shoes. 
MAJ Francis Franks and MAJ John 
Hey celebrated their recent promotions at 
a st ag party in the La Novia Terrace for 
sec t ion ROZ6 and friends. 
LT Jeff Niss, MAJ Dick Chenault and 
L T Ken Huff"m:ln gave a "wetting down" 
party for ROA7 and friends. 
LCDR Phillip Monroe celebrated his 
recent promotion with a wetting down 
party at his home for the section and per-
sonal friends . 
The La Novia room was the site of gai-
ety and celebration for "Wetting the 
Stripe." Hearty congratulations were ex-
tended by the 3rd year Aero section and 
friends at the party hosted by the new 
LCDR's Roy Pyle, Bob Juliano, Bill Ma-
cauley and MAJ Frank Regan, Jr. 
Congratulations to MAJ Daniel Brock-
well, MAJ Paul Higgins, LCDR George 
Krauter, and LCDR Gus Laskaris for the 
grand party they staged in honor of their 
promotions. Their many friends spent a 
wonderful evening at the Trident Room 
sampling the delicious hors d'ocuvres and 
singing to the music of Professor Glenn 
Spenser. 
The La Novia Room was the scene of a 
gala wetting down and promotion party 
given by a group of fellows from Nuclear 
Engineering (Effects). Celebrating their 
promotions were MAJ Les Cole, LCDR 
Paul Graff, MAJ Bob Higgins, MAJ Jim 
Kennedy, MAJ Jim Murtland, CAPT 
Jerry Orlicki, CAPT Rocky Pelletier, 
LCDR Kinnie Thomas and MAJ Bernie 
Tullington. A most enjoyable evening was 
had by all due to high spiri ts, mouth-
watering hors d'ouvres, and a delightful 
trio from a mariachi band . 
USNA Class of '62 
The Villa Caruso delighted thirty-five 
'62 couples with an informative wine-
tasting party and a handsome dinner midst 
shadowy lights. Following the dinner, the 
Tom Carters opened their lovely Del Rey 
Oaks home to us for a refreshing "after-
party." Tiparillo-anyone? 
- Marge Ell..,. 
YOU CAN REDUCE 
THE SIZE OF YOUR HIPS! 
Try RELAX-A-CIZOR FREE 
CALL TODAY FOR INFORMATION 
LUCY STONE PHONE 
384-A Bergin Dri ve 373-4176 
~~ N"VI'IL PC. SC~OOL VALNIZZA MARKET Valnizza C Market ~D~DD~DlJI 401 Ocean, Monterey >- Phone 375-6839 F_o-w.,.,. 
I CfO;O,cf,"Dim I. the heart of Oak Grove resi-Twic. D.iIy dential section-one block from 
GIOCUIIS :i PHI( Av..~"", .. the 5th Street entrance to the Navy 
MfA" ~D Q",O,.q,a 0 ~~, School. V(GETAlllS WINE We Give S & H Green Stamps nn 
lIQUOlS \lllU'"t Weekly Hours: 7:30 ~.m. to 9 :00 p.m. 
Sundays 8 :30 a.m. to 8 :00 p.m. 
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Submarine Scoops 
The Submarine wives gathered at Judy 
Tuggle's house for a Valentine's Day 
luncheon featuring a gaily decorated sand-
wich loaf with salad and dessert. Co-hos-
tesses for this tasty event were Louise 
Sterner and Ursala Walders. 
Later the same week, the Submarine 
Officers and their ladies, plus some of the 
wardroom of the visiting USS Raton re-
united over cocktails in the Trident 
Room. Afterwards many of the group 
continued the party with dinner and danc-
ing at the Club. 
Final bulletin on the annual Submarine 
Birthday Ball to be held April 15: Res-
ervations at $25.00 per couple must be 
made and paid for (by check to CDR B. 
C. Taylor) prior to 10 April. This price 
includes Stuffed Cornish Game Hen din-
ner with wine, champagne, cake, band, 
etc., at the Del Monte Beach Club. Cock-
tails from 1900-2 030 are no host, and the 
dress is Formal for ladies, Dinner Dress 
Blue or Dinner Dress Blue Jackets for 
men. For further information call Sub-
marine Birthday Ball Chairman: Norman 
Lino, 375-0870 . 
-Paddy Higgins 
USNA Class of '5 6 
The Welcome Aboard coffee for the 
wives of the Class of '56 was held in Julie 
McCullers' home in La Mesa. Plans were 
made for monthly meetings of the group 
during the spring. 
John and Gayle Sterling and Hal and 
Janet Neuhard were hosts to a potluck 
supper held at the Stcrlings', and it proved 
to be a wonderful time for all the class-
mates and their wives to get acquainted. 
The men of the '56 group have lunch 
together once a month. 
BRAVO ZULU 
LTJG J. T. HOOD USN, Ordnance 
Engineering-BRoNzE STAR MEDAL. 
LT F. J. WEST, USN, Operations 
Analysis - N A V Y COMMENDATION 
MEDAL, GOLD STAR IN LIEU OF 2ND 
NAVY COMMENDATION MEDAL, 2 GOLD 
STARS IN LIEU OF 7TH AND 8TH AIR 
MEDALS. 
CAPT R. L. HEGERRICH, USA, 
Operations Analysis - ARMY COMMEN-
DATION MEDAL. 
P"ge Twelve 
Something special for my lady. 
lingerie arriving daily 
Ask about our special 
NPGS discount 
- BAN KAMER ICARD -
Open Fdc!ays ',;19:00 
656 Munras Ave., Monterey 
formely 
Ira Nagel 
... Park at adjoining usa Munras 
375-6873 
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WESTERN HOSPITALITY AT THE PAL O 
Stuyvesant FIsh checking on some of his stock on the ranch . 
Reccndy I was very fortunate to spend 
a delightful morning with onc of the Pen-
insula's most prominent and interesting 
people, Stuyvesant Fish. Driving up the 
long, winding road leading to the ranch I 
found myself daydreaming of the many 
famous people who had travelled the same 
route-Bea Lillie, the fabled Greta Garbo, 
Gary Cooper, and most recently, Princess 
Margaret and Lord Snowdon. Climbing 
the lush green hills that afford a splendid 
view of the coast and tOwns of Monterey 
and Carmel one can well understand why 
many film directors have sought use of 
the ranch for location shots. Movies such 
as "National Velvet," Elizabeth Taylor's 
first claim to fame, and "Flight," based on 
• novel by John Steinbeck, were filmed on 
the Palo Corona Ranch. 
Mr. Fish's family came to California 
from New York in the early 1920's. His 
grandfather, the late Hamilton Fish, had 
been very active on the political scene; 
A view of the lovely garden and part of the spa-
cious main house. 
All Photos courtesy Hera ld 
was first a congressman, then Lieutenant 
Governor, Governor and Senator for the 
State of New York. During President 
Grant's administration he was Secretary 
of State, "one of the few honest men in 
the Grant Cabinet," Mr. Fish said joking-
ly. His mother and father, tiring of the 
hectic pace of New York society, decided 
to come West. Touring the Monterey area 
they happened to see the Palo Corona land 
for sale and decided to settle here and build 
a new home. 
Mr. Fish is a tall, well-built gentleman 
whose facial st ructure somewhat resembles 
that of John Wayne and whose charm-
ing personality puts one immediately at 
ease. As a boy he was educated at a board-
ing school in Santa Barbara then went on 
to graduate from Harvard. During World 
War II he earned four battle stars while 
serving as gunnery officer aboard the car-
riers Saratoga and Cape Gloucester . He 
was based in New Caledonia and saw ac-
tion in Okinawa and what was then the 
Dutch East Indies. His main interests lie 
in his ranch and various businesses but 
once in a while he enjoys "getting away 
from it all" to lie on the beaches of the 
Caribbean or Mexico. 
The ranch house is a large, rambling 
struCture built in Spanish American style 
loved by Californians and has a beautiful 
balcony, patio and landscaped grounds 
complcte with rockery and running 
stream. The interior decor reflects much 
of the man himself and expresses a com-
fortable relaxed atmosphere. One of the 
loveliest artifacts in the loungc is a large 
painting of an extremely beautiful woman 
with a small boy. The portrai t , Mr. Fish 
proudly explained, was of his mother and 




O Uf conversation then led to what has 
become onc of the most fa sc inating aspects 
of the ranch, Mr. Fish's interest in the wild 
boar. He explained that the boar arc not 
native to this area but were brought here 
by another Montcrcyan, George Moore. 
Mr. Moore brought 15 sows first to his 
farm in South Carolina then to his ranch 
in the outback of the Carmel Valley 
mountains. About nine years ago Mr. Fish 
became concerned about the ruthless kill-
ing and poaching of the beasts and decided 
to try to restock them and prevent them 
from becoming virtually extinct in this 
area. Historically the boar was regarded as 
onc of the four heraldic beasts of chase 
and was used on the Coat of arms of 
Richard III of England. The boar is an un-
lovely :lnimal; lean and rangy, awkard and 
stiff legged. He has a long snout which 
somewhat resembles that of an anteater 
and a thick coat of sharp grayish bristles. 
He is considered vicious and has two long 
t usks for a purpose-killing. The largest 
known boar ever killed in this area was 
nine feet long from tip to tail; his skin was 
three inches thick at the neck and em-
bedded in the skin were eleven bullets 
from various attempts to kill him. Mr. 
Fish became so succcssful with his boar 
that he formed a commercial company-
The Imperial Wild Boar Company of Car-
mel which provides some of the most pres-
tigious restaurants with a status symbol 
for their menus. With adequate not icc, Le 
Trianon and Trader Vic's in San Francisco 
and Gallatins in Monterey will prepare a 
tru ly royal feast for wild boar enthusiasts. 
There is, however, a considerably cheaper 
way to taste this rare treat. The boar can 
be ordered directly from the Palo Corona 
Ranch for $1.35 per pound. Cleaned and 
drc;:ssed, a boar usually weighs between 70 
and 100 pounds. If the task of preparing 
the boar seems to be insurmountable, Pur-
ity Bakery in Pacific Grove docs a won-
derfu l job of roasting the beast at an ex-
ceptionally reasonable cost (20 cents per 
pound) and, upon request, will prepare 
additional goodies to add to your feast. At 
a recent party the estimated cost per cou-
ple was as little as $7.00 . The bakery pre-
pares the boar using Mr. Fish's suggested 
marinade (which he uses when entertain-
ing). The recipe follows for the benefit of 
any would-be wi ld boar party hosts. 
So Sections, if you arc looking far a 
rea lly different idea in party cuisi ne give 
this a try. Your party will be a Ivild suc-
cess! 
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The view from the frcnt gate of Mr. Fish's home. 
SluYl'esant Fish's R~cip~ for 
R oast Wild Boar 
Prepare a basting sauce of 2 parts bur-
gundy wine; 1 part honey; 1 part soy 
sauce; 1 part melted butter, and ~ part 
lemon juice; toss in a few bay leaves and 
season lighd y with sa lt and fresh ly ground 
pepper. ( I part above should represent an 
approximate pint in cooking a 100 pound 
pig and should be reduced proportionaly 
in roasting a half or quarter or a pig of 
smaller size.) 
The optimum dressed weight for a roast 
pig in order to achieve the height of taste, 
succulence and firmness of texture is ap-
proximately 100 pounds. However, if this 
should prove too large for your barbecue 
or oven we recommend cooking a half or a 
quarter roast per dinner as required. We 
also have smaller size roast pigs avai lable, 
however, if 100 young they are inclined 
to be a trifle "milky" and have not as yet 
attained their full qualities of taste, tex-
ture and flavor. 
Scart the roast in a 300 degree oven or 
over a charcoal barbecue with the coals 
banked low (a 100 pound roast will re-
quire approximately 5 Y2 hours - smaller 
sizes about 4 !h hours according to prefer-
ence). Brush on the basting sauce thor-
oughly and liberally every 10 to 1 S min-
utes and turn the meat at the same time. 
During the final 4 5 minutes of cooking 
turn u p the heat to 500 degrees if oven-
roasting, or lower meat close to the coals 
if barbecuing in order to thoroughly crisp 
the skin which is not only invaluable in 
sealing in all the natural juices of the 
FORT ORD 
meat, but is a delicious adjunct to the 
roast. 
Though there are infinite combinations 
to serve with wild boar meat, the follow-
ing suggestions may be of assistance: Yams 
or sweet potatoes; a green vegetable such 
as broccoli, spinach, artichokes or apple 
sauce; a green sa lad (endive or lettuce), a 
good burgundy and a light sherbet for 




THE WHALER, one of Monte-
rey's most exciting restaurants 
. .. 635 Cass St., behind the 
Casa Munras Hotel. Superb 
cocktails and wines. , . finest 
steaks, Australian Lobster, local 
I , 
: , .... \ 




fresh chicken are 
offered . Open 
11 :30 a.m. Mon. 
thru Fri. for Lun-
cheon and Dinner 
- Open 5 p.m. 




FORT ORO TELEPHONE 242·2650 
- CALL- PRE SIDIO TELEPHONE 242·1323 
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OCEAN AVENUE AT SAN CARLOS 
P. O. BOX 5666 
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The Red Baron Flies Again 
Have you ever yearned to join Snoopy 
in his Sopwith Camel for a good "dog 
fight" with the Red Baron's Fokker D-7? 
Then you might be presuaded to rev up 
the old family fllvver one weekend in May 
and set course for Watsonville, California, 
scene of the third annual West Coast Na-
tional Antique Airplane Fly-In. (Watch 
the San Jose Mercury or TV channel 8 
for the date.) 
Provided the weather and wing struts 
hold out some 150 antique and home-built 
planes will be flocking in from California 
and surrounding states for the event. Al-
though their paint now glistens and en-
gines arc fastidiously tuned, these planes 
arc typically rescued from the junkyard by 
their owners, who spend several years re-
storing the lame ducks from the ground 
up. All planes at the show must meet FAA 
safety standards, and all of them are cur-
rently flown. 
Names such as " The St. Louis Cardinal," 
"American Eagle," or "The Staggerwing 
Beach," are not uncommon among these 
unusual aircraft. Nicknames (the "In-
furiated Grasshopper," "The Flying Bath-
tub") are slightly more informal. Snoopy 
(and his fans) should feel right at home. 
Although no airborne fracases are 
scheduled, pilots will compete for accu-
racy at "flour bombing" (dropping a 1 lb. 
sack of flour on target) and flying skills 
such as taking off in the shortest possible 
distance and spot landing. Judges will 
choose the best restoration job on an air-
craft and award prizes for the oldest and 
youngest pilots, the farthest distance flown 
to the meet, etc. 
A few entrants at last year's Fly-In 
exemplify the dedication and enthusiasm 
of antique airplane aficionados. "Pop" 
Reid, proud owner of a 1928 Krider 
Reisner, heads a whole family of amateur 
aviators, including his wife, their sons, 
and the daughters-in-law. This claD usu-
ally has several planes in the show, and 
one of the sons acts as M.C. 
A Wa<;o UPF-7 
All Photos by Rosal;e Beasley 
About three months before last year's 
event, some vandal put sand in the eo-
gine of Pop's machine. The trouble wasn't 
discovered until he was aloft and the en-
gine froze. Pop landed safely in a corral, 
but the plane had to be dismantled in order 
to remove it from this unusually restricted 
landing field. The engine then had to be 
rebuilt. The whole job was completed 
just a week before the show. 
Another participant in the 1966 Fly-
In, Mr. Helm, is a paraplegic, confined to 
a wheelchair as a result of paralysis from 
the waist down. The wheelchair just fits 
behind the seat of Mr. Helm's 1937 Mono-
coupe, which he rebuilt himself and fitted 
with special hand controls. 
The G Flying Bathtub in spot-landing competi-
tion. 
ESTATE PLANNING FOR THE CAREER OFFICER 
H. N. Lyon C.L.U. - John K. Boles - Ralph H. Burr 
700 Cass Street, Monterey. Calif. 
Telephone 373-1893 - Cable: ALLNAV 
SERVING MEMBERS OF THE ARMED SERVICES 






One of the older pilots in the meet is 
Mr. Fahlin, who at 66 is sti ll flying his 
own plane. He also has the distinction of 
being one of the few remaining craftsmen 
who carryon the art of making the 
wooden propellers needed by antiqucrs for 
rcscorations. One of these antique enthu-
siasts entering the 1966 meet was nonc 
other than Barry Goldwater, Jr. 
Whatever their vocation, those who 
share Snoopy's mania for soaring off into 
the wild blue yonder are dedicated to the 
repair and care of their flying machines. 
Spectators arc well advised to follow a 
"hands off" policy when examining the 
planes. Most visitors, however, have bet-
ter sense than to try using one of those 
-----
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wood and cloth wings for a bench, as did 
onc mother and her five fledglings. 
Helmet buckled, scarf well knotted, 
goggles in place? Then you're all clear for 
take-off to the big Watsonville aeronau-
tics extravaganza. On that morning the 
local Antique Automobile Club transports 
pilots to Corrilitos in old cars the same 
vintage as some of the planes. These an-
tique autos will be on display. A lumber-
jack breakfast is served until noon at the 
community center for a nominal fee. Food 
and film are available from concession-
aires at the field, where admission is free. 
So fasten your seathelt, and away we go--
but watch out for the Red Baron! 
Page Fifteen 
Fair Winds and High Seas 
Are current newspaper accounts true 
about wives of men missing in action 
being without money or help? 
NO[ true, according to Laverne D. Mil-
ler, head of the Casualty Assistance Calls 
Program of the Bureau of Naval Person-
nel. There is a staff of trained personnel 
stationed throughout the nation for the 
sole purpose of helping in time of crisis. 
Each casualty is treated individually, with 
an officer assigned to advise dependents on 
problems arising when a Navy man is 
missing and to make all funds possible 
available. 
The major difficulty lies not with gov-
ernment "red cape," but with servicemen 
not properly designating what is to be 
done with their pay in the event of an 
emergency. Each September a serviceman 
is asked to fill out and update, if necessary, 
his record of emergency data form- NA V 
PERS 601-2. The form includes space to 
designate where pay will go if a man be-
comes missing or unable to transmit funds. 
The Navy must take authority from these 
forms to dispose of the serviceman's pay 
according to his wishes. 
Pop Reid and his 1928 Krider Reisner with Kiner engine. 
The Navy's Casualty Assistance Calls 
branch, Navy Relief Society and Red 
Cross all stand ready to help the wLfe of a 
man "missing in action"-if they know 
her needs. Search and rescue information 
may be classified for the man's safety, but 
when possible the wife is kept informed. 
See our Iilbulous ShHfS. chiffons, JH·fhrou,h prints, ,osumer 
~oilesl 
. .,.- --
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1123 FREMONT BOULEVARD, SEASIDE 
Phone 375·5963 
,.. 
215L RESERVATION ROAD 
MARINA VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTER 
Phone 384-7888 
Owned and operated by 
CDR Lee G. Mills, USN (Ret.) 
Don't miss the Fashion Show April 26. 
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USNA Class of'60 
I to r. Joanne Snyder, Barbara Newman, Norma 
Darrow, Prissy Parcells, Lynn Carlson, Anne Mun. 
ger and Cris N\oore. 
"\~omen are refreshed by gay treats in 
life." Tuesday night. March 7, proved 
this, when, in the EI Prado Room of the 
Postgraduate School, the U.s.N .A. '60 
\~ives C lub presented :1 Spring Fashion 
Show. 
The latest and brightest styles of 1967 
--dresses, suits, coats, and heir-minded 
fashions- were sponsored by Gretchen's 
and The Pink Stork, with commentary by 
Christine Moore, Peninsula fashion coor-
dinator, affi liated with Gretchen's. 
The models included Lynn Carol Carl-
son, Prissy P:1rcells, Ann Munger, Barbara 
Newman, Joanne Snyder and Norma D3f-
row. 
The wives were pleasantly surprised by 
a visit from Martin, whose shop, The 
\~i[ch's Hut, coordinated the striking 
coiffures. 
Thanks go to Lynn Carol Carlson, who 
:1rranged for the show, and others on the 
committee: Carolyn McCullough, Mary 
APRIL, 1967 
L to r The commi ttee: Grace Fleming, Carolyn 
fv\cCuliough, Joanne Snyder and Helen Taylor. 
Below : Anne Munger In a red, whi le and blue 
check. 
Truesdell, JoAnne Morri ssey, Grace Flem- Joanne Snyder in a black and white materni ty 
ing, Helen Taylor. and Sheila Chenard. dress 
UNITED SERVICES LIFE I~I INSURANCE COM PANY 
Life Insurance Protection Excl USivel y for the Service Officer, 
His Wife and Children 
Represented in thi s area by 
MONTGOMERY C. JACKSON, Colonel, U.S. Army, Retired 
Route 2, Box 142, Carmel , Cali fornia 93921 
Telephone Area Code 408, 624-6535 
'?-''h.. Excellent Selection of European and California Wines 
"'-,..... or your favorite cocktail with enterta inment in the Barrel Room 
fkuUtt.f Your Host Leo Copper 
German 
Specialties 
888 Munr.1I Avenue 
Banquet Room available featuring 
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"Aloha [0 Springtime" is the theme for 
the XIVth House and Garden Tour to be 
presented by the Monterey Peninsula Vol-
unteer Services on Wednesday, April 19, 
from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m. for the benefit 
of the Visiting Nurse Association. A for-
mal tea, featuring exotic flower arrange-
ments accented by heir loom silverware 
will be served in the delightful Pebble 
Beach garden of Admiral and Mrs. E. E. 
Yeomans. The route of the tour this year 
will be from the historic Tevis residence 
with its gardens within a garden at the 
Carmel Mission, cheu Carmel, featuring 
residences of imaginative architecture, 
Jush green lawns and colorful compact 
gardens which have responded to casual 
as well as considered planning. Included 
also, arc impressive estates with speCtacu-
lar views in the Pebble Beach area. Motifs 
of interior decoration, a display of treas-
ures collected from the far corners of the 
earth and collectors items in the homes 
open for viewing will be a source of ines-
timable pleasure to the dilettante as well 
as the connoisseur. 
Hostesses will be distinguished by wear-
ing colorful flower leis in an effort to em-
phasize the Aloha to Springtimei aloha 
to sunshine and flowers and the natural 
beauty of the Monterey Peninsula, aloha 
to the many visitors and friends of MPVS 
and aloha to a day spent in the color, con-
tour and content of our gardens. Tickets 
for $3.00 may be purchased at nurseries, 
florists, gardens on tour, or by contacting 
the Ticket Chairman, MPVS, Box 2004, 
Lynn ~arlson in a green and blue formal Norma Darrow in a black velvet maternity formal Carmel. 
FROM THE COLLECTION OF .. . 
WE HAVE MANY FINE UNES OF 
FURNISHINGS IN CONTEMPORARY 
AND TRADITIONAL DESIGN WITH 
THE ACCENT ON SATISFYING 
YOUR PERSONAL TASTE 
755 BROADWAY, SEASIDE TELEPHONE 394·bll b 
compo".nts 01 tb. OMNI custOm syst.m. 
Full toke Jown CGpGbility - no boles in woll •. 
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Spec Allan Courtney concentrates on an exercise 
to improve the mobdlty of hIs left arm. Therapist 
VandE'rhall supervises and encourages. 
Telephone FRontier 2·7597 
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Allan's right arm-uninjured-needs exercise, too. 
This pulley gives hi m a chance to work it out. 
All U.s. Army Photos 
S'ore Hours 9:)0 O.m. to 5:)0 p.m. 
Any Evening by Appointment 
CnOP6T8 
_ MAPLE SHOPPE 
COLONIAL AND EARLY AMERICAN FURNISHINGS 
CARPETS AND DRAPERIES 
ETHAN ALLEN 
FREE ESTIMATES 
?lec.ujJ """ I- (t-",,(ci %'-
Come in and ad 'or your copy 0' the 
Ethan "'lien T reo.ury 0' Furnitur. 
CarJNt Showroom 
471 lighthou .. Avenue 
New Monterey, California 
Maple Shoppe 
497 lighthouse Avenue 
New Monterey, California 
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OLD WAR 
On Christmas Eve, while we and our 
children slept, a plane touched down on 
the runways at NALF. Spec. 4 Allan 
Courtney, United States Army, was one 
of the passengers on the plane. He was 
returning to his native California from 
Vietnam. 
Allan Courtney did not catch a train 
or plane to spend the holidays with his 
folks in Ontario, a town near Pomona j 
instead, he was taken out to Fort Ord 
Army Hospital and placed in an ortho-
pedic ward. His left arm was in a cast; 
he had shrapnel wounds in his hip and 
stomach, side and thigh. Allan Courtney, 
like hundreds of other men wounded in 
World War II and in Korea, was being 
brought to the 25-year-old hospital to be 
restored to health. 
Allan Courtney is a tall young man, 
serious, and eager to be well again. Before 
he was drafted in August of 1965 he 
worked in a supermarket in his home 
town, and he half expected that the Army 
would see fit to make him a cook or baker. 
Instead, to his surprise and pleasure, Allan 
was selected for AIT (Advanced Individ-
ual Training) as a medical corpsman. By 
February of 1966 he was assigned to Fort 
Lewis, Washington, for on-the-job medi-
cal training at Madigan Army Hospital 
and with an infantry battalion. 
In July of 1966 Spec. Courtney boarded 
a troop ship bound for Southeast Asia; 
early in August he was in Pleiku, in the 
central highlands of Vietnam, 30 miles 
from Cambodia. His battalion - 840 men 
- found themselves facing the task of 
setting up a camp from scratch in a field 
that was a veritable sea of mud. It was the 
monsoon season, and the sun did not show 
itself for over four weeks. During August 
and September Allan worked to establish 
the battalion aid station, as well as sleeping 
quarters for medical personnel. 
On October 11 of last year Allan 
Courtney went into the field, away from 
the camp, to replace a dead medic from 
Second Platoon, C Company, who had 
been hit, ironically, by friendly artillery 
fire. The platoon patroled all day, and 
made camp by night. It was rugged, dan-
gerous work. 
On November 12 the platoon was at-
tacked by snipers, and one of the enemy 
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was wounded by a grenade and captured. 
Allan patched up the soldier, a member of 
the NVA (North Vietnamese Regulars). 
This was Allan's only opportunity to usc 
his medical training on one of the enemy. 
At about four that afccrnoon C Com-
pany came in from patrol to its camp. 
The men had chow. and were sitting in 
and ncar their foxholes when enemy mor-
tar shells began to pour in all around 
them. Allan Courcney tried to get uP. to 
find covcr, hut he was wounded in the 
elbow, hip, and stomach immediately. 
Allan says that he gave "a great hig yell" 
when he was hit. This occurred at about 
five o'clock. 
Help came from two sources : A Com-
pany, only a mile away and on the move 
when the firing began, rushed to the scene; 
Air Force planes were called in to break up 
the bat tle. Through the noise and confu-
sion and pain A llan remained conscious 
and, as he says, "confident that help would 
come and that we would win." 
Dressings were first applied to his 
wounds by tWO medics from A Company. 
Allan feels that these men were out-
standingi they sat up and exposed them-
selves to the enemy while they gave aid 
to the wounded during the fight . (As a 
matter of fact, it bothers Allan that he 
himself was unable to work and give aid 
to others. "I still had one good hand to 
work with," he says.) 
Later, in the 67th Evacuation Hospita l 
at Q uiNhon, Spec. Courtney underwent 
surgery. His left elbow was repaired, and 
numerous pieces of shrapnel were re-
moved {rottl his hip, stom3ch, side, and 
back. The hip wound was troublesome, 
but the elbow was the problem that the 
surgeons said would require time and 
therapy. 
Time and therapy. But when you arc 
only 22 it is hard to be patient about a 
painful and slow-healing injury. Allan 
passed four weeks recuperating at Zama 
Hospital in Japan; then, on Christmas 
Eve, he came to Fort Ord Hospital, which 
has been designated as a specialized treat-
ment center for Vietnam casualties. 
A lIan Courtney wants to get well. He 
wants to recurn to civilian life with two 
strong arms so that he can enter some as-
pect of construction work. Major Betty 
Landen, head of the Physical Therapy 
Clinic at Fort Ord Army Hospital, says 
that A llan Courtney is a good patient -
one who is willing to do wh3t is necessary 
in order to recover the use of his arm. 
Perhaps his tr:lining as a medic contrib-
utes to his atcitude. 
Many people at the hospital are working 
with Allan Courtney to m:lke him well. 
Orthopedic surgeons direct his overall 
treatment; they will determine if add i-
tional surgery is necessary. A specialist in 
the Brace Shop at the hospital has designed 
and constructed an intricate, custom-made 
leather and metal brace for Allan's left 
arm, and painstakingly adjusted it. And, 
perhaps most important of all, Allan has 
a standing appointment each day in the 
Physical Therapy Clinic_ 
Therapist (PVT) Leon Vanderhall 
works with Allan every day and he is 
deeply and personally concerned with the 
progress that his patient makes. Soldiers 
Vanderhall and Courtney work hard to-
getheri Allan's pajamas arc soaked with 
perspiration after each therapy session. 
The Physical Therapy Clinic has an at-
mosphere unlike other wards in the hos-
pital; there is radio music in the back-
ground i the patients and staff members 
joke broadly. There is also much serious, 
painful work done there. 
Allan is eager to be outdoors, working, 
and free from orthopedic braces and 
wrinkled blue hospital pajamas. And Fort 
Ord Army Hospi[al, for the third time in 
[he last 25 years, is gearing to do all that 
is medically possible for these young mcn 




You can always tell a well-informed 
man: his views arc the same as yours. 
Why buy and wash diapers when we can furnish them for you? 
~= Phone 375-6513 RECOMMENOED BY OOCTORS 
BABEE DI-DEE SERVICE 
710AMAOOR AVE., SEASIDE 
WE FURNISH DIAPERS, CONTAINER AND DEOOORANT 
PICK-UP AND DELIVERY 
Gi ve diaper service as a gift - We have gift cert ifica tes 
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Anne Marie, 6 Ibs. 15.Yz oz., January 
27, 1967, to LT and Mrs. Michael BRES-
LIN. 
Linda Marie, 6 lbs. 3 OZ., January 2, to 
LT and Mrs. Richard B. BRODEHL. 
Kyle Frank, 7 Ibs. 5 oz., February 4, to 
LCDR and Mrs. J ames O . COLEMAN. 
Katherine Mary, 7 Ibs. 11 oz., October 
24, to LT and Mrs. S. Frank GALLO. 
William Russell, 8 Ibs., J oz., Feb. 1 J, 
to L T and Mrs. William HICKS. 
Jalen Andrew, 7 lbs. 8 oz., February 1 
to L T and Mrs. J. A. KOTCHKA. 
Patricia Ann, 6 Ibs. 12 oz., February 8, 
to L T and Mrs. Jerry P. McDANIEL. 
Catherine, 6 Ibs. 8 OZ., January 28, to 
L T and Mrs. Silas O . NUNN the Jrd. 
Shari Lynn. 9 Ibs. 11 OZ., January II, to 
CAPT and Mrs. George ROSS. 
Kelley Elizabeth, 8 Ibs. , February 7, to 
LT and Mrs. Paul A. RUTH. 
John Michael, 7 Ibs. 12 oz., February 14 
to LT and Mrs. Mark H. WAGGONER. 
Laura Ann, 8 Ibs. 5 oz., February 10. to 
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Edicor: June Chra11S 
372-9371 
Section Newsers: Claudia York, Grel-
cbrn Despard, Linda Norton, Janet Hand, 
Barbara Baker, Kathee Willetts, Maria 
Peraranda. 
3rd Year Aero ... Walt and Connie 
Davis enjoyed a visit from Connie's moth-
er, Mrs. Marguerite Surles. She came from 
Pensacola, Florida, to see her new grand-
daughter and lend a helping hand. An-
other proud grandmother traveled from 
Portsmouth, Virginia, to help and coo her 
new grandson . She is Mrs. T . H. Hatta-
way, mother of Mary Hicks. 
The section's social events this month 
consisted of our regular bi-weekly bridge 
and the luncheon. Bridge was held in the 
homes of Dee Holds and Claudia York . We 
had a lovely luncheon at Cerrito's On The 
Wharf, hostessed most graciously by Phyl-
lis Regan and Flora Searcy. 
AAA5 ... A momhly coffee and 
bridge was held at the home of Caroline 
Kelly. 
Janice Commons was hostcss for the 
second hi-monthly bridge. 
Mike Commons, Bob Harrison, Bob 
Kelly, Bruce Marshall , Jim Messegee, and 
Phil Monroe enjoyed a weekend of skiing 
and much deserved relaxation with their 
thesis advisor, Prof. Michael Vavra, at his 
Lake T ahoc lodge. 
ABY5 .. . In February, Carol Noggle 
entertained section wives in her apartment 
with a delightful brunch, making our get-
toge ther most enjoyable. 
Sandy Hawkins of AAZ5 held a coffee 
in her La Mesa home for wives of both sec-
tions. At the coffee plans were made to 
merge both AAZS and ABY5 into one sec-
tion . We are eagerly looking forward to 
combined social functions. 
• Look For the Flickering Gaslight· 
Behind the Park 
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ABY5 ... Both AAZ5 and ABY5 
attended the Studio Theater in Feb-
ruary. After we viewed the perform-
ance of "C:ltch Me If You Can" we ad-
journed to the 0 Club for refreshments. 
Jim and Ginny Poland were hosts for this 
fun-filled evening. 
Combined section bridge was held in 
Febru:lry at the home of G:lil Messer-
schmidt in La Mesa. Sue Machado also 
se rved as a bridge hostess. 
Nancy and Jim Swift arc enjoying the 
company of Nancy's parents, Mr. and 
Mrs. Earl Klebba of Lansing, Michigan. 
AAZS ... Hostesses for a coffee at the 
home of Sandy Hawkins were Sandy an'd 
Sue Machado. Bridge hostesses were Ann 
Lloyd and Janet Hand. Sandy and Nancy 
were hostesses for a luncheon in the Gal-
leon room at the club. 
AAA6 ... Nancy Bruntiett and Kay 
Matu lka were hostesses for a luncheon at 
the Outrigger. The George O'Briens were 
hosts for a section cocktail and dinner 
party at the 0 Club. 
Shirley Gilbreath has just returned from 
a visit with her parents in Indiana, where 
she proudly showed off her new baby. 
Lorraine Carr was bridge hostess for 
this month. 
AAZ6 . .. In February, section cou-
ples gathered at the Navy bowling alley 
and then adjourned to Leo Willetts' home 
for cocktails. The Welcome Aboard din-
ner was a success as was the Mike Quarles 
cocktail party followin g the dinner. 
Millie Jones was hostess for our wives 
coffee. 
Recent visitors to the section members 
included Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Koch of 
Las Vegas visiting the Willens and CAPT 
and Mrs. James McMullen from March 
Air Force Base visiting the Berry Gas-
trocks before leaving for Vietnam. 
Bridge hostess was Mary J :lne Watson. 
~~ 
CHARCOAL BROILED DINNERS 
Ste"h • Ribs • 5e., Food 
LUNCHEON 12· 3 




AAA7 . . . The section met this month 
for an enjoyable evening at the EI Prado 
room. The sect ion was together again at 
the Welcome Aboard party, after which 
the Lotts and Penarandas enjoyed dinner 




Editor: DrElte Johmon 
Reporters: Margie Hanle, Alln Mana-
z ir, Donna Chesson, Przuly Kidd, Carolyn 
Rossou, 
EAX5a ... A Valentine coffee high-
lighted the month for section wives. Susan 
Thomas planned and gave the coffee :It 
her home, which was prettily decorated 
for the occ:lsion. 
R:lY and Margie Hanle entertained sec-
tion couples and other friends at an in-
formal party in their La Mesa home. All 
present thoroughly enjoyed the relaxed 
atmosphere and the delicious appetizers 
that were served. 
EBA , EBA6a, EBA6b, EBA6c 
Bridge hostesses for February were Ruth 
Fordham lnd Diane Gregor. 
The Mark Thomas Inn was selected by 
our hostesses for February, Norma Dar-
row and Toni H enderson, for our month-
~ The 
itT Golden Fleece 
Yarn Shop 
in the New Carmel Valley 
Shopping Center 
Next to the Valley Cinema 
Carries a complete selection of 
yarn and accessories for every 
need. 
Featuring yarns by-
Bernat Unger Reynolds 
Beg inner or Whiz 
We tend to your knitting 






ly gec-cogecher. We all enjoyed che lunch-
eon. Ruth Fordham was the lucky recipi-
ent of a lovely silver candy dish. 
Marilyn Hart assisted Carol McKee in 
hostessing a surprise baby shower for Car-
roll McDaniel. 
EBA7 . .. Section wives met at the 
home of Sharon Basham for a "get-ac-
quainted" coffee in early February. Plans 
were discussed for future group cvcn[S. 
The first sec tion party was given by 
Les and Maralyn Cannam at their home 
in La Mesa Village. Everyone spent a most 
enjoyable informal evening. 
The Admiral's reception provided a 
third opportunity for most of our mem-
bers to get together once more. 
EBY 6 . . . Cryscal and brass delighced 
t he eyes of section wives at our February 
gathering as hostesses Kay Risler and 
Sherry Staples treated us to a Princess 
House Crystal Party. January hostesses, 
Bobbi Bower and Joan Koehler, and Febru-
ary's Kay and Sherry, have given us an 
excellent start on our monthly meetings. 
The section bridge group had a delight-
ful meeting at the home of Mary Shroyer. 
CEXS ... Sandra Painter was hostess 
for a delightful coffee which featured 
candy, cookies, and cake made by Sandra. 
Very delicious! Our March luncheon was 
held at June Simpson's Restaurant in Car-
mel. Carolyn Rosson planned this get to-
gether. Leaving the cold weather behind 
in Southington, Conn., to visit Phyllis and 
Ted Tettlebach were Phyllis' parents, Mr. 
and Mrs. Clayton Morway. 
IN-!> 
The Officers Club bcnefics you. Suppore 
it with your patronage. 
THE CLASSMATE 
ENGINEERING SCIENCE 
Editor: Lelicia Francis 
Reporters: Belty Rolh, Beverly Kings-
ley, Marlha Slerrill, Janet Sullivan and 
Pal Dallon. 
Prior to the Admiral's Reception for the 
new students, section SBB7 met at the 
home of Conrad and Beuy Roth for cock-
tails. The group later enjoyed dinner at the 
NALF Officer's Club which was followed 
by a post-parey hosted by John and Shir-
ley Blankinship at their home. 
Section SBA7 couples enjoyed Polyne-
sian food in the enchanting atmosphere of 
the Outrigger following the Admiral's Re-
ception. 
Hostess Jackie Friedsam delighted her 
three tables of wives with delicious home-
made cookies at the Curriculum Bridge 
night . 
Section SCC7 was well represented at 
the Officers Club where couples met for 
dinner after the Reception. 
Scccion SAA7 couples followed up che 
Admiral's Reception with a convivial 
group dinner at the Shutters. The party 
later shifted to the Casa Munras for cock-
tails and dancing. 
The bridge players of section SAA7 met 
twice during the month at the homes of 
Mary Bivins and Judy Smith. Both hos-
tesses tempted the wives with tasty home-
made desserts. 
An enthusiastic gathering of wives as-
sembled in the San Martin tasting room 
where they investigated the pleasant art 
of wine-tasting prior to the curriculum's 
monthly luncheon at the Jolly Rogue res-
taurant . 
Yosemite surroundings provided a re-
freshing change of scenery for SCC7's 
Jim and Martha Sterritt and family where 
they enjoyed the show after a week of 
exams. 
OIL PAINTINGS. WATERCOLORS 
SKETCHES • LITHOGRAPHS 
Page Twenty·One 
Speeding lately? We're all in a hurry to 
get home but please remember-the speed 
limit in La Mesa is 15 mph. The children 
of La Mesa thank you. 
IN-!> 
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES 
Social Editor: Carol Eitel 
Reporters: Bonnie Carver, Doris Mor-
gan, Sharon Maier, Joann Snyder, Barbara 
Bart/eschewski, Boots Sant/e/er. 
MMZ6 ... Our monchly bridge was 
held at the home of Joann Danforth. Fun 
and games was the theme for our section 
get together this month held at Bonnie 
and Don Carvers. Congratulations to all 
who can remember eight octogenarians 
orating octometric odes! 
MMZs . .. This month's luncheon wa~ 
held ac che Mark Thomas Inn wich Bar-
bara Lewitt and Eleanor Kruse as co-hos~ 
tesses . Everyone enjoyed the pleasant sur-
roundings and had a good time. The Mc~ 
Ree's played host to the section for an un-
usual night of games preceded by a "pot~ 
luck" dinner. Everyone brought a tempt~ 
ing dish of one variety or another with 
which to add pounds to the section mem-
bers. Who can resist good food, especially 
when it is cooked by someone else. Con-
versation was "the trump" the night the 
section wives gathered at the home of Jo 
Hardie. 
MMA6 and MAA6 . .. Our lase bridge 
was held at Sharon Maier's and Donna 
Wentworth was coffee hostess for the 
month. The Graham's and Hitchborn's 
hosced a delightful parey-a BYOB-cype, 
held at the Graham's. Delicious goodies 
were provided! 
IDl]r 14aky ~allrrYt 14t1l. 
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MOZ5 ... Susan Slatman planned a 
lovely coffee at her home and the gals had 
an opportunity to plan activities for our 
last four months in Monterey. Jay Far-
rell had a bridge party at her home in "the 
Forest." The Hoppers arc enjoying a visit 
from Jeannine's mother, Mrs. Gremblay 
from Vald'or, Quebec. Most of the sect ion 
attended a Welcome Aooard Cocktail 
Party for the new Oceanographic sections. 
Then we all went on to enjoy the wonder-
ful buffec ac che 0 Club. 
buff.c at che 0 Club. 
MOA7 ... Mrs. William B. Machews 
W2S the hostess for a coffee at her home 
in Toro Park, Salinas, for the new Ocea-
nography student's wives on February 15 . 
Among her guests were Mrs. Richard S. 
Downey, wife of Environmental Science 
Curricular Officer and Mrs. John D. 
Ploetz, wife of Assistant Curricular Of-
ficer. 
MOZ6 . . . Ann rAnson hostessed the 
section wive's monthly meeting and en-
tertained them at a lovely Valentine's cof-
fee in her home. Our monthly bridge 
game was enjoyed at the home of Sandie 
McMillan. 
~ 
GENERAL LINE AND 
BACCALAUREATE 
Editor: Judy Sledge 
Reporters: Joan BOl'r1fl", Kalhll'('1z Wall, 
Jerry Gregory, Simone Oslra"der, Pal Bes l , 
Sandy Weiermamz, Judy Sledge, Kriss 
Franzen, Judy Gerl, Pb)'llis Coyne, Rose 
Ward. 
BAA6 .. . Several couplcs from the sec-
tion attended the Welcome Aboard Buf-
THE CLASSMATE 
fcc at the NPGS 0 Club. Herb Lotze was 
in charge of the arrangements. 
Pat Wright was bridge hostess for 
February. 
Section wives enjoyed a brunch at thc 
NPGS 0' Club Galleon Room. Dolly 
Laux and Kelly Cahill co-hostesscd the 
event. 
BSY5 ... Charlotte Hill and Grace 
Brickner were hostesses for a Valentine's 
Day coffee at C harlotte's home. The guest 
for the evening was W. F. Stone, Jr., an 
artist from Carmel, who gave a very in-
teresting and entertaining demonstration 
of collages and showed some of his water 
colors. 
The section party this month was 
hosted by Juanita and Russ Harber and 
Thelma and J esse Emerson. The theme of 
the party was "Comc As You Are." The 
outfits worn and the games played were 
hilarious, and the food was delicious, 
making it onc of our beSt parties yet. 
The hostess for bridge this month was 
Pat Ives. 
BSA6 ... Dec Whice and Michele 
Pettyjohn were our hostesses for an exotic 
Japanese luncheon at the Ginza. We all 
had fun trying to master the chop sticks. 
The section met at the NALF bowling 
alley for a wild bowling party. Our scores 
were not much, but we had a lot of good 
laughs. We ended the evening with re-
freshments ac the NALF 0 Club. Our 
thanks to Darlene and Stan Harms and 
Rose and Mike Emmerson who planned 
the enjoyable evening. 
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Several section couples met at Jerry 
and Greg Gregory's home recently for 
bridge. 
Jerry and Greg Gregory enjoyed en-
tertaining Greg's uncle and aunt, Mr. 
and Mrs. Lee Boswell, of Long Beach, and 
Jerry's cousins, Mr. and Mrs. G len Shock, 
who were returning to the States after 
two years in Guam. 
BAA7 . . . The activities of BAA7 
were launched at a coffee given by Kathy 
Eckerd, during which bridge dates and 
future events were planned, all got ac-
quainted, and exchanges of recipes and 
garden plants were promised. By the 
time Ruth and Church Tietgen threw a 
delicious lasagna dinner for the section, 
we were all familiar with each other's 
babysitting problems and interior decorat-
ing schemes. 
The Admiral's Reception at the NPGS 
o Club was attended en force, and all 
thoroughly enjoyed the evening of din-
ner and dancing. 
The bridge enthusiasts of the group 
lost no time in making plans for weekly 
meets, and the first was held at the home 
of Mary Ann Spencer, proving successful 
for both neophytes and blood letters alike. 
BAZ6 ... Featured in the recent Cy-
press Arena Ancique Auto Show were 
Chuckles Dimon's beautifully restored 
1931 Buick and 1941 Chevrolet. 
Fort Ord was the setting for the sec-
tion's February social event with Chuck 
Dimon and Hal Reichart making the ar-
rangements for a delicious dinner. 
Recent visitors of the Chuck Dimons 
were the Dlve Cowles from San Diego. 
"Snoopy" has been adopted as the sec-
tion mascot. We hope that he will be able 
to ouC-smart the "Red Baron" after he 
receives his B.A. 
Worthy Section Leader, Chuck Dimon, Snoopy, 
and Aide de Camp, Red Best. 
BSB7 . .. Our section wives got off to 
a rousing start with a J anuary coffee at 
Patsy Colligan'S charming Carmel home. 
It was decided that we would play bridge 
every other week and hold a monthly 
luncheon, the first bridge gathering also 
being hostessed by Patsy. We all had fun 
meeting each other and comparing paths 
traveled and are eagerly anticipating our 
tour and activities together. 
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Bridge nights in February were held by 
Ouida Starbuck and Sandy Weiermann. 
The Outrigger was the scene of our 
first luncheon, arranged by Edna Mattson 
and Bobby Edwards, and it was a very 
interesting start to our sampling of fas-
cinating res taurants in the area. 
Following the Admiral's Reception in 
February the section gathered for a de-
licious steak cook-out at the NALF 0 
Club. Everyone enjoyed Ollr first "co-cd" 
function, and the dinner - once we 
coerced the husbands out into the cold to 
fetch the steaks ! 
BSZ5 ... An evening dessert-coffee 
featuring marvelous cream-fi lled pastries 
was the wives social function for Febru-
ary. The scene was Mary Jane Perkins' 
Pacific Grove home with Billie Sue Patrick 
serving as co-hostess. 
Bridge hostesses for February were 
Billie Sue Patrick, Peggy Huston, Tina 
Palombo, Sandra Raiter, and Ann Wall. 
BSZ6 . . . The Rodney Wings and the 
Keith deClercqs were the co-hosts for a 
delightful February evening social. The 
Carmel Studio Theater was the gathering 
place for a delightful dinner and play, 
"Ca tch Me 1£ You Can." 
The Plaza Linda was the February meet-
ing place for the wives of one section with 
a special feature of a tour of the Monterey 
Potcery Shop. Brenda Richmond and Paula 
Rettig made all the arrangements and they 
had a very good turnout for the delicious 
Mexican luncheon. 
LT and Mrs. Paul A. Ruth had as thei r 
house guests Mr. and Mrs. Joseph De 
Monte of Rhode Island for a wonderful 
three weeks. The De Montes arc the par-
ents of Mrs. Ruth and while here were 
enabled to enjoy the birth of their second 
grandchild. 
The wives are ga thering on every second 
Thursday for an evening of bridge. 
BSA7 ... Section wives, determined to 
start out our tour with a loud bang, met 
for a ve ry enjoyable get-acquainted coffee. 
at Doris Coppess' Monterey home. Gwen 
Seibert was named treasurer, with Shirley 
Williams as our bridge coordinator, and 
Kriss Franzen as section reporter. 
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There was no dallying on social activi-
ties as Liz Marshall and Kriss Franzen co-
hostessed a luncheon within a week at June 
Sirnpsons Restaurant in Carmel. Shanda 
Howe went home with the door prize of 
a potted tulip. 
The section bridge group met at 
Shirley Williams' home for an evening of 
cards and talk. 
Since most of us arc new to the area, 
the Monterey Chamber of Commerce 
supplied us with complimentary maps of 
their beautiful city. 
Our section was well represented at the 
Wecome Aboard Turf and Surf Special. 
All had a very enjoyable evening. 
BA Y I . . . The February coffee was 
held at Sue Wellings' and was hostessed 
by Sue and J ean Preston. A Beauty Coun-
selor cosmet ic demonstration was the pro-
gram for the evening, and Rosemary 
Gatewood was the model. 
Bridge hostess for February was J ean 
Laye. 
Rosemary Gatewood spent ten days in 
Corpus Christi, Texas, visiting her mother, 
Mrs. Edith Tyer. 
Don and Mary Beversdorf had Mary's 
brother and wife, Mr. and Mrs. James 
Lyons from Minneapolis, Minn., visiting 
them. 
Judy Gerl and children spent four days 
in San Diego and Lemoore and brought 
Mrs. Sara J o Tiderman and daughter. 
Amy, from San Diego, home with them. 
Also visiting the Gerls were Captain and 
Mrs. Alexander Smith Cochran (USA) 
from San Diego. A cocktail party was 
g iven in their honor at the Gerl home. 
BSB6 ... To enliven a February week-
end, a few phone ca lls were made and a 
party began. It st arted at H appy Hour 
at the NPGS 0 Club and drifted quite 
natura lly to the San Martin Tasting Room 
at t he J oll y Rogue for a few before din-
ner sips. Appet ites whetted! Then on to 
the Warehouse for our repast. Who start-
ed this whole thing? Why, Jerry Ken-
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Lorraine Loeffler and Susan Powell host-
essed a very pleasant coffee at the Loefller 
home in La Mesa. 
Bev Kennedy and Pat Hugo made ar-
rangements for our monthly bridge ses-
sion with our sister sect ion, BSA6. Our 
regular section bridge hostesses for Feb-
ruary were Peggy Montgomery, Eloise 
Yelle, and Lorraine Loetller. 
Joe and Karen McElmurry arc pleased 
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to have Karen's mother, Mrs. K. L. Barley, 
from Corpus Christi, Texas, for a visit. 
Mrs. Barley is "Chief Cook and Bottle 
Washer" at the McElmurry home while 
Karen is in the hospital. We all wish 
Karen a speedy recovery. 
BA Y 6 . . . In J anuary, our section 
wives enjoyed a lovely coffee at Shirley 
Sommers' home in Pebble Beach. Co-host-
essing with Shirley was Pat Martin. Bev 
Promersberger was presented a sil vcr baby 
cup for her expected baby. 
Bonnie Stoeckel and Barbara Pictrowsky 
were co-hostesses for our February lunch-
eon at Neptune's Table on the Wharf. It 
\Vas a delightful get-together, and Rose 
\'<fard won the door prize. 
Section couples g3thered at the NPGS 
o Club for a February party where we 
enjoyed wine tasting and the delicious 
Turf and Surf Buffet. Thanks to Wayne 
Stoeckel, sect ion p3rty chairman, for the 
planning. 
Our sect ion joins BAZ6 for bi-weekly 
co-section bridge nights . February btidge 
nights were hostesscd first by Zip Dimon, 
of BAZ6, then by Mickey Goschke from 
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Owens, club manager, gave a talk on new 
and interest ing ideas in club management 
and what the wives could do to help pro-
mote more successful events. 
Deidre Gregory, wife of CDR G. T. 
Gregory was introduced and welcomed as 
a new 3ddition to our group. 
A lovely dinner party was enjoyed by 
both Officers and wives at the "0" club 
NALF; hosts were Al Harris, Carl Morris 
and Mike Lachowicz. The occasion of this 
dinner was to bid farewell to CDR Dick 
Matherson and his wife Barbara in the 
usual NALF tradition of "droll script" 
and :tppropriate gifts. 
CDR George T . Gregory and his wife 
Deidre were welcomed aboard. CDR 
Gregory relieved CDR Matherson as 
Training and Flight Scheduling Officer. 
c-+.Jl 
NAVAL ENGINEERING 
Editor: Donna Desrosiers 
Reporters: Bel/crly Mou/son, Marge 
Duicb, Chris Umberger, Belly Schlicht, 
Edwina Lake, Andie Lepak, Leslie Rich-
orrison. 
NAA5 ... Section couples gathered at 
the home of P3t and Dick Everly for a 
swinging party where silver baby cups 
were presented to the Carpenters and 
Moulsons for their new family additions. 
Dick's funny tape recordings were the hit 
of the evening. 
NHX5 ... A surprise shower for Mar-
tha Sullivan was held at the home of Bon-
nie Peterson. The section wives and the 
bridge group joined together to surprise 
Martha with a certific3te for diaper serv-
ice. 
Everyone had an enjoyable evening 
when we gathered at the home of Bill and 
Lois Stcphens for a cook-out. We all 
grilled our own steaks and Lois completed 
the dinner. A good time was had by all. 
NAX5 ... An evening at thc Hidden 
Village, fCHuring pastries and different 
coffees, was planned for the wives by Joan 
Harley and Jayne Rutherford. Marge El-
ler invitcd Henrietta of Carmel Valley to 
discuss "Interior Decoration in the Home" 
with the wives. It was a very informative 
and interesting evening. Bridge hostesses 
for the month were Betty Loveland and 
Marilyn Ball. 
Marge and Grant Carson entertained 
Margc's godparents, Mr. and Mrs. Jerome 
Kurdcrna from New York City, for four 
days. Joan and Jim Harley took a trip to 
Camirillo, California, to visit Jim's sister 
and husband, LTCD and Mrs. Tom Cas-
sidy. 
Judy Hartman traveled even farther 
and spent a week with her sister, Isabella 
Gorge, in Vancouver, Canada. Chris and 
Paul Umberger enjoyed having Mr. and 
Mrs. John Pickrell and son from Redding, 
California. They were neighbors in Japan. 
APRIL, 1967 
NEX4 ... Our luncheon was pbnncd 
by Linde Cradic at the Jolly Rogue. Hos-
tesses for section bridge were Linde Cra-
dic and Betty Schlicht. 
The section met at the officers club at 
NALF for cocktails and a steak dinner. 
Mike and Liz Breslin held a champagne 
chrisccning for their new daughter, Anne 
Mlric. 
Lynn :lnd Bob Teague welcomed Bob's 
p:lrcnts, Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Teague from 
Childress, Texas. Mike and Liz Breslin en-
tertained Liz's mother, Mrs. Edwin Walk-
er from Philadelphia . Linde Cradic's par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Jobusch from 
Il linois, were here to visit Ray and Linde. 
NAX4 .. . Ann Branch started us off 
this month with a bridge-dessert at her 
unique adobe home in Moneerey. Denny 
DuBois and company entertained the sec-
tion at a "One Hundred N ights Before 
Graduation" beer-for-all, where much 
dancing, group singing, and conviv iality 
took place. 
We recently joined NEX4 to gather 
after Happy Hour for a Friday Steak 
Night at NALF where magnificent steaks, 
li ve music and good company were en-
joyed by all. 
Jack and Mary Bevan have enjoyed the 
visit of Mary's mother, Mrs. Martha Phil-
lips of Scranton, Pennsylva nia, whi le the 
John Lakes have been entertaining John 'S 
mother, Mrs. James Lake of Chevy Chase, 
Maryland. 
Little Dana Bennet[ was the center of 
atrraction at her recent christening held at 
the USNPGS Protestant Chapel, where she 
was surrounded by many friends and 
proud relations. Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Schind-
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ler of San Bruno and the Jack Bartells of 
S;tn Francisco came to honor their niece 
and to visit with Ann and Roger at a buf-
fet luncheon following the ceremony. 
NLX5 .. . The majority of the sec-
tion met It the Welcome Aboard Turf and 
Surf at the club and "a good time was had 
by all." 
This scems to have been the scason for 
visitors and visiting: Mrs. A. J. Booth and 
family and Mrs. W. M. Hailstone were 
weekend guests of Gayle and Herky Har-
dison. Visiting the Ritz's recently were 
CDR and Mrs. Mike Davis and family, 
and Me. and Mrs. Bill Hunter. 
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Nees and Lonny 
stopped in to see the Grimm family. They 
are Judy's aunt, uncle and cousin from 
Indianlpolis . 
Andie and Ron Lepak drove up to San 
Francisco to spend a wcekend with a col-
lege classmate of Andic's and her husband, 
Mr. and Mrs. James Stein. 
NGA7 . . . Alex and Jean Innes enter-
tained the section at their lovely Marina 
home. In spi te of the heavy rain and winds 
that evening, the party was a big success. 
Nan olan was hostess for the first sec-
tion wives get-together. Highlight of the 
evening was Nan's astonishing tales of 
their pet python, recently donated to an 
aquarium in San Francisco. 
Aftcr Admiral O'Donnell's reception 
for new smdents and their wives, the sec-
tion gathered for the delicious buffet at 
the Club. A nightcap and charades at 
Roger and Judy Onorati's topped off a 
most enjoyable evening . 
c-+.!l 
OPERATIONS ANALYSIS, 
NAVAL MANAGEMENT AND 
DATA PROCESSING 
Editor: Susan Tully 
Reporters: Jail Enkl'boJl, Susie Fox, Jail 
Gress, Geri Gcis, / mly Gordon, Paddy 
HiggillS, Brooke /olmsoll, An" Kilam'. 
Palllinc O'Conllell. An" Osgood, Julie 
McCullers. Mary McGrath, Rutl; Wright. 
ROZ6 ... The section wives spent a 
delightful evening at Marilyn Vogts' home 
complete with Tupperware demonstration 
and topped off with dessert and coffee. Our 
thanks to Marilyn, Ginger Hagen and 
Rick Hey. 
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The husbands and wives of ROY 6 and 
ROZ6 met over the bridge table at the 
"0" Club for much socializing and some 
card playing. 
Bridge hostesses for the month were 
Andrea Franks and Kathy Burns. 
MNY6 .. . Mary Ann Gahafer, Jean-
nette Giuffreda and Pearl Horwath were 
hostesses for our recent luncheon at Mark 
Thomas' Outrigger restaurant. We thor-
oughly enjoyed the view on a bright sunny 
day and everyone ate far too much of the 
excellent Polynesian food. Mary Ann Case 
had as her guest for the luncheon her 
mother, Mrs. Vincent Con forte. Me. and 
Mrs. Conforte were here from New 
Haven, Connecticut for a three-week visit 
with Mlry Ann and Ed . 
ROZ5 . . . A luncheon was held at 
the Mark Thomas Inn with Donna Harvey 
and Cindy Hastings hostessing the event. 
Marguerite's Fashions were modeled dur-
ing thc lunch. 
Last month's bridge was givcn by Betty 
Jo Stockton while this month Margo Lon-
don is in charge of the combined ROY5 
and ROZ5 section bridge. 
To celebrate George's 235th birthday 
many of us scurried off to places to 
be alone with nature and families (we 
must not leave out the ones who were 
studying on their thesis either). The beau-
tifu l day enhanced the sctting, Arroyo 
Seca, to which the Rogers and Dawdys had 
pointed the way at 6 : }0 a.m. and the rest 
of us followed much later. We had a lovely 
picnic, boating and played volley ball. 
Pat and Louise Dollard gave a cham-
pagne 'Welcome Aboard' for Pat's broth-
er, Tony, :lnd his wife, Sue. Tony reported 
to Engineering Science this quarter. The 
section also gathered for the Club's second 
'Welcome Aboard' dinner. 
The days are filled with expectation as 
the orders arc now coming in. Everyone's 
fingers arc crossed. Here's hoping! 
MNB7 .. . Margaret Akagi was hos-
tess for our first section wives' coffee. An 
outing will be held each month to be hos-
tesscd by two of the wives. This month 
brought a delightful luncheon at Neil 
DeVaughn's successfully planned by Sal-
lie Carlson and Carol Davis. 
A bridge group was also formed to meet 
Hartnell" W.bst.r 
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once a month and this month was held at 
Geri Gcis' home in Carmel. 
To add to the occasion of the Admiral's 
New Students' Reception, our sec tion ad-
journed to the NALF "0' Club for dining 
and dancing. 
Early 1967 guests included Royall Geis' 
father from Greenwich, Conn. , and Mrs. 
Stan Crasswaitc of Burbank, California, 
who was the house guest of Joe and Mar-
garet Akagi and with whom they had not 
visited in ten years. 
ROY5 .. . Betty Merrill, Britt Zeller 
and Judy Gordon gave a dessert-shower 
for the two newest mothers in the sec-
tion, Cynthia H eimann and Joyce Peter-
son . The evening party was held at the 
Gordon's home. 
MNZ6 ... Betty Biddison held sec-
tion bridge at the \'0" Club while Jane 
Prentice had the bidding foursomes at her 
~ome for our two evenings of card deal-
JOgs. 
June Hinds had the wives over for 
after dinner dessert-coffee and a pleasant 
evening was spent organizing some "cou-
ple-type" parties for the near future. 
Visitors to our section families this past 
month included Mr. and Mrs. Palmer El-
kin from Amery, Wise., who are Don 
Knerr's aunt and uncle, and Dick Mar-
tin's brother, Bert Martin, from Chicago. 
PMZ6 ... Shades of Japan-the sec-
tion couples dined sans shoes at the beau-
tiful Ginza restaurant. The Gibsons, 
Deans and Freckers planned this delight-
f.ul evening of cocktails and Japanese cui-
slOe. 
Later in the month the wives went Bo-
hemian and for coffee and des-
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sert at the Hidden Village. A tour of their 
garden and art gallery was also included 
on the evening's agenda. Brooke Johnson 
and Diane Hay were the planners of this 
affair. 
Diane and John Hay have recently en-
joyed a visit from their good friends, Mr. 
and Mrs. William Wergen and daughter 
Amy, from San Diego. 
ROY 6 ... Sherry and Frank Lawson 
and Diane and Dennis Jordan planned our 
" bring-your-own.steak" get-together at 
the NALF "0" Club. Several couples 
from PMY 6 joined us and all there had a 
marvelous time. 
The NALF "0" Club was also the scene 
of a couples bridge which included ROZ6. 
Debi Graves and Judy Cook were respon-
sible for this evening which was made 
more enjoyable by the casual atmosphere. 
Hostesses for the Valentine coffee held 
in the Galleon Room were Mary H egerich 
and Jane Ikeda. A guest at the coffee was 
Janet Brandquist's mother, Mrs. Murray. 
Our most recent section wives' bridge 
hostesses were Molly Wirtz and Pauline 
O'Connell. 
Connie and Bob Burnell enjoyed a visit 
from her mother, Mrs. Bramley, of Port-
land, Oregon. Beth Vick's mother, Mrs. 
Daub, has been in the Monterey area for 
several months and is renting a cottage in 
Carmel. She is from Red Bank, New Jer-
sey, and will return home in the spring. 
Molly and Pete Wirtz had a change of 
scenery recently-a weekend in the snow 
with their children. 
MNA7 ... The first sec tion party was 
held in the Carmel home of Rupert and 
his own 
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liquid refreshment to complement the 
banquet of hors d 'ocuvres prepared by the 
Lloyds. The party proved a successful ice-
breaker. 
For their first luncheon the wives of the 
section met at the Jolly Rogue Restaur-
ant. After a tempting and informative 
session in the San Martin Wine Tasting 
room, they enjoyed luncheon in the pleas-
ant dining room. Jane Prindle and Ann 
Osgood hosted this month's event. 
After the Admiral's reception on Feb-
ruary 17 for the new students and their 
wives, the section gathered in the EI Prado 
Room of the "0" Club to have dinner. 
MNX6 ... The section wives met at 
the Shutter's Restaurant for a luncheon 
this month. The hostesses for this affair 
were Maureen Artz and Connie Schmidt. 
ROA7 . . . Our regular monthly get-
together was held over lunch at the Ginza, 
a delightful time thanks to hostesses Nan 
Chenault and Ginny Besseker. 
The book discussion group met at Bon-
nie Voss' home to discuss the works of 
John Steinbeck in general and Cannery 
ROll) in particular. 
Nancy W est hostessed the first section 
bridge and Melena Huffman the second 
evening of br idge. 
The men organized a cocktail party in 
the Galleon Room. The month's activities 
were capped by a 'wetting-down' party 
given by Jeff Niss, Dick Chenault and 
Ken Huffman . 
ROB7 ... The section wives met at 
the home of Mary Moran early this month 
to sJ.tiate our sweet tooths on her appeal-
ing display of desserts and coffee. Many 
new acquaintances were made during 
this second meeting of the group and fu-
ture activities were planned. 
Jonie Webster was the hostess for our 
first gathering of bridge to be held month-
ly. After hours devoured by feminine con-
versa tion, the evening was highlighted by 
a tour of the Webster's lovely new home. 
PMY 6 ... A steak cook·out with sec-
tion ROY 6 at the "0" Club at NALF be-
gan our social events for February. Janie 
Bailey co-hostessed this most enjoyable 
affair. 
The Hidden Village was the scene for a 
delightful coffee for the ladies of our 
group, given by Dottie Grothjahn. The 
exotic coffees, the art exhibits and the cof-
fee-house atmosphere made for a wonder-
fully interesting evening. Many thanks 
to Dottie! 
The student-husbands in our ranks 
took a much needed evening "away from 
the books" and escorted the women to 
'Turf and Surf' night at the "0" Club. 
A wonderful time was had by all from the 
wine-tasting to the luscious buffet to 
dancing and finally, late coffee at the Hid-
den Village. Beth and John Stader planned 
the lovely evening. 
APRIL, 1967 
Bridge for the ladies was held at the 
horne of Mary Alice Norfleet . 
Several couples have enjoyed visitors in 
their homes this month. Visiting the John 
Staders were Beth's parents, Dr. and Mrs. 
T. H. Shanahan of Lakewood, New York, 
and John's parents, Mr. and Mrs. John W. 
Stater of Latrobe, Pennsylvania. Miss Jane 
Weisigcr of Washington, D.C., was the 
gum of Janey and Ed Bailey. 
Those making weekend trips were the 
Ed Baileys (to San Francisco) and the 
David Depews (to Los Angeles). 
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RPA 5 . . . Charlotte Goodwin made 
arrangements for a luncheon at the Ginza 
in January. Later in the month couples 
gathered at NALF for a party. Sara and 
Joe Crandall have left for Norfolk and a 
new duty station. He is attached to the 
destroyer Dahlgren. Margaret and Wayne 
Beech had a relaxing weekend at Donner 
Summit. Their two boys found the snow 
and skiing fun. All four returned with 
bones intact. 
RZZ5 ... The Gus Laskaris and Glenn 
Pomykals made reservations for the sec-
tion to attend the California First Theatre. 
Preceding the play everyone enjoyed the 
Turf and Surf buffet at the Officer's Club. 
The bridge enthusiasts spent a delightful 
evening at Nancy Habicht's home. The 
wives also met at the Ginza for a lovely 
luncheon. Brooke Johnson and Brigitte 
1171 FREMONT BLVD. 
THE CLASSMATE 
Ronine were the hostesses, and Brooke's 
Japanese flower arrangements and the 
Ginza's Shrimp Tempura were highly 
praised. Personal notes-The Ballards en-
tertained Clark's mother from Cincin-
nati. The Hopkins enjoyed having Hop-
py's sister, Celia Ann from Dallas. And, 
Glynice Pomykals parents visited from 
Og:t llah, Kansas. 
RZZ6 . . . The wives of our section 
enjoyed a delightful luncheon party at the 
Fort Ord Officers' Club. Our hostesses, 
Gerlinde Miller and Sarah Lindsay, 
thoughtfully provided a fresh flower cen-
terpiece that was given to the lucky girl, 
Doris Carter, with the right number un-
der her coffee cup. Our bridge group met 
at Chris Orlicki's home for a pleasant eve-
ning of cards. The night was ended on a 
sweet note by a delicious stra wberry-
meringue dessert. 
UPZ5 ... Activities for the month of 
February have included a luncheon and 
bridge. Hostesses were Marian Warson and 
Mary Mahon-they made arrangements 
for us to dine at the Ginza, specializing in 
authentic Japanese cuisine. All of us thor-
oughly enjoyed the afternoon. Bridge for 
this month was held in Laurie Rudolph's 
home. 
WGZ6 .. . The highlight of February 
for our section was a barbecue planned by 
the Jimenez and the Klementz. Everyone 
feasted on charcoal broiled steaks at Bob 
and Barbara Klementz home in Marina. 
Gaye Wells is lucky to have her mother, 
Mrs. 1. H. Young, visiting from New 
York. They have been doing a lot of sight. 
seeing and Mrs. Young is most impressed 
by our lovely locale. 
PHONE 373· 1503 
BLUE LUSTRE RUG SHAMPOO 
"N EVER used anything like it," say users of BLUE 
LUSTRE for cleaning carpet. Rent an electric sham· 




FREMONT HARDWARE & SUPPLY 
FRANCINE'S 
Beauty Salon 
Open Nights for Your Convenience at the Mark Thomas 
Inn opposite Postgraduate School-phone 372· 7406 
TWO LOCATIONS 
MARK THOMAS INN 
1360 Mark Thomas Drive 
FRontier 2-7406 
DOWNTOWN MONTEREY 






READ THESE REPORTS: 
GENERAL. ELECTRI 
"Soft water is necessary for a 
bright clean wash." 
·W~ RCA _ 
nd the water is 
"If you use soap a the water 
f h dness or over, 3 grains a ar d " 
should be softene . 
S~4RS KE 
"isdiffi NMORE laund Cult to get 
ry results'f Satisfact 
clothes' I YOIJ \Va h Ory 
In hard~ S YOur 
"'ater. " 




People in La Mesa Village can try soft water 
for a couple of weeks fREE. Then if you 
want the service, the regular low rates will 
apply . . . as low as a dollar a week, de-
pending on the size of the family. 
SERVISOfT is the oldest company in the busi· 
ness and takes care of many of your neigh-
bors. There is no obligation . .. nothing to 
buy .. . nothing to sign. Service over entire 
Peninsula. You will be amazed the difference 
that SERVISOfT soft water service can mak • • 
PHONE 375-5588 TODAY 
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